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ABSTRACT

The intervertebral disc (IVD) is a fibrocartilaginous tissue connecting adjacent vertebrae
in the spinal column. It comprises three distinct tissues: a gelatinous core known as the nucleus
pulposus (NP), concentric fibrous rings encircling the NP known as the annulus fibrosus (AF),
and the superior/inferior cartilaginous endplates (CEPs). The complex mechanical interplay of
these tissues allows the IVD to withstand complex loading in the spine while maintaining trunk
stability and flexibility. IVD pathologies, such as IVD degeneration (IDD) and herniation, are
associated with cell-mediated inflammation in vivo. This inflammation creates a catabolic
environment which degrades the extracellular matrix (ECM) of the IVD. Since ECM
composition influences the mechanical properties of the tissue, this degradation compromises
spine biomechanics, which may lead to low back pain, radiculopathy, and disability.
Current treatment strategies for IVD pathologies are either palliative or are aggressive
and only partly redress spine biomechanics. Furthermore, current interventions are not
regenerative and may induce collateral pathologies in adjacent IVDs due to abnormal
biomechanics post-repair. Mechanically robust scaffolds derived from decellularized tissues have
the potential to re-establish spine biomechanics, alleviate the underlying pathology, and
regenerate the native tissue. We have previously demonstrated the ability to decellularize bovine
NP to form acellular bovine NP (ABNP), which exhibited a biomimetic ECM composition,
supported cell seeding, and partially restored spine kinematics in an ex vivo model of IVD injury.
Despite this, further refinement was necessary to improve its mechanical properties and
characterize its regenerative potential. Furthermore, prior to translation, the ABNP must be
evaluated using a well-characterized animal model that reproduces clinically relevant aspects of
IDD. The goals of this research were to: i) fortify the mechanical properties of the ABNP, ii)
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determine the in vitro cytocompatibility and regenerative capacity of the ABNP, and iii)
characterize a novel animal model of IVD degeneration for future in vivo testing of the implant.
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CHAPTER ONE
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

1.1 Intervertebral Disc Anatomy and Composition
The intervertebral discs (IVDs) are 23 fibrocartilaginous structures connecting
adjacent vertebrae along the anterior spinal column, contributing to 20-33% of the spinal
column’s height.1 These crucial structures allow for complex spinal motions during
activities of daily living, including flexion-extension, torsion, tension, and compression,
all while maintaining trunk stability, bearing spinal loads, and absorbing sudden shocks.
The unique biomechanical properties of the IVD arise from its tissue composition, which
can be separated into three distinct regions: the centralized nucleus pulposus (NP), the
surrounding annulus fibrosus (AF), and superior/inferior cartilaginous endplates (CEP).2
The NP is the gelatinous core of the IVD composed primarily proteoglycans
(PGs) retained in a disorganized meshwork of collagen Type II,3,4 with a reported
glycosaminoglycan(GAG)-to-collagen ratio of ~3.6 µg GAG per µg collagen, which
declines with age and degeneration to ~0.7 µg GAG per µg collagen.5,6 An additional 2045% of the dry weight of the NP comprises proteins associated with other processes in
the IVD.6,7 The abundance of sulfated PGs in the extra-cellular matrix (ECM)
substantially reduces the porosity of the tissue, making it highly dense.6 Moreover, these
PGs bear fixed negative charges which require counterions, giving the NP a fixed charge
density of 0.28 meq/g wet weight.8 This generates an osmotic swelling pressure estimated
to range from 0.13-0.22MPa tissue hydration at 75-90% and resists spinal loads.6,9–11
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Figure 1.1. Intervertebral Disc Anatomy and Tissue Composition for Respective Tissues. Tissue
composition percentages were approximated from literature reviewed in Risbud et al.14

The relationship between NP hydration, osmotic swelling pressure, and spinal
load characterize an important role fulfilled by the IVD. When spinal loads exceed swell
pressures, fluid is expressed from the tissue, which can be clinically observed as a
reduction in disc height.12–14 The low porosity of the NP’s ECM encumbers fluid flow,
allowing sudden loads to be evenly distributed to the IVD via hydraulic pressurization.15
Additionally, static loads may be dissipated through frictional drag between the stationary
ECM and the mobile interstitial fluid.16 When the load is removed, the osmolality-driven
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swelling pressure imbibes water from adjacent tissues, allowing the IVD to rehydrate and
regain disc height. In this manner, the biphasic mechanical behaviors of the NP impact
overall IVD biomechanics.and imparts significantly higher viscoelasticity than other disc
tissues.17–19
NP cellularity is quite low compared to other tissues at 3000 cells/mm3.20 This has
been attributed to the avascularity of the IVD, which has a low-nutrient, high-waste
environment at its center that limits its cellular carrying capacity.4,20 Multiple cell-types
have been identified within the NP, primarily NP cells (NPCs) and notochordal cells.21
Both cell types stem from the embryonic notochord during development, but notochord
cells are thought to be absent by 10 years of age.20,22 Thus, NPCs are the dominant cell
type in human adults, and they possess a chondrocyte-like morphology with small,
rounded cells located in distinct lacunae within the ECM.20,23 NPCs have been shown to
produce primarily keratin sulfate, chondroitin sulfate, GAGs, and collagen Type II, and
showed adherence preference for collagen Type II.23 Consequently, markers for NPCs
typically include expression of chondrogenic transcription factors and matrix genes,
including aggrecan, collagen Type II, collagen Type IX, and SOX9.4 Despite the
similarities between NPCs and articular chondrocytes, distinct phenotypic markers have
been identified which distinguish them, including FOXF1, CDH2, and KRT19.24,25
Encapsulating the NP is the AF, a highly organized structure consisting of 15-25
lamellae of aligned collagen sheets with an alternating, angle-ply architecture at ±2843°degrees.26. These sheets form quasi-concentric fibrous rings circumferentially
surrounding the NP, the ends of which traverse the CEP and embed themselves into the
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subchondral vertebral bone.1,27 Between these sheets resides an interlamellar matrix
composed of PGs and extra-fibrillar matrix.28,29 Estimations of the hydration of AF ECM
range from 65%-85% H2O.10,30 Of the tissue’s dry weight, 5-25% comprises noncollagenous proteins thought to be associated with PGs.31 The remainder is
predominantly collagen Type I and PGs at a ratio of 1 µg GAG per 4.7 µg collagen.5
With each layer deeper into the IVD, lamellae gradually adopt a less organized
architecture with more type II collagen and PGs until reaching the NP.32
The organization and matrix composition of the AF allows it to withstand multidirectional loading. Superficially, the predominance of highly-organized type I collagen
in an alternating angle-ply structure allows it withstand torsional and tensile loading in
the spine.20,33 In a study by Balkovec et al., the tensile strength of AF was measured to
range from 0.146-3.8 MPa, but it likely exceeds this range as delamination of the CEP
from the vertebrae was the primary failure mode.27 In addition, the PG constituents of the
AF allow it to withstand compressive forces through osmotic swelling and hydraulic
pressurization.10,18,34
AF cells (AFCs) can be found a relatively low density in the AF, with a measured
density of 3000-9000 cells/mm3 and a reported yield of 14x106 cells per gram of
tissue.23,35 AFCs tend to exhibit fibroblast-like characteristics.35 These cells have been
shown to have the capacity to produce multiple types of GAGs and collagens, but show a
predilection for adhering to collagen Type I.23 AFCs possess a fusiform morphology in
the outer AF with extensive, cord-like processes aligned with the collagen fibers.36 These
processes form an elaborate cell-cell network in the outer layers of the AF. At deeper
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layers, AFC morphology gradual gives way to disc-shaped cells reminiscent of
chondrocytes.35,36
The CEP comprises a layer of subchondral bone covered with a thin (~1mm
thick) layer of hyaline cartilage at the interface between the IVD and the vertebrae.2,3,20
The CEP’s ECM consists of collagen Type II and PGs at a ratio of 2:1, with a water
content of 50-60%.20 The IVD is the largest avascular and aneural structure in the body,1
partially due to the CEP which acts as a physical barrier between the IVD and the
adjacent vertebral blood supply.37 Because of its matrix composition, diffusive flux
across the CEP is limited to small molecules bearing a neutral or positive charge, such as
sodium, calcium, glucose, and oxygen.20 This substantially limits the exchange of
nutrients and elimination of waste products in the IVD.38 Furthermore, immune
surveillance does not occur in intact IVDs, giving it an immune-privileged status.39
The viscoelastic mechanical properties of the whole IVD are thought to result
from the viscoelasticity of its constituent tissues and their interaction under spinal
loading. The ability of the NP to transmit loads to the AF and CEP via hydraulic
pressurization prevents harmful stress concentrations that may result in mechanical
failure, and fluid flux from the NP through the adjacent AF and CEP dissipates loads in a
biphasic manner.2,40,41 Furthermore, axial compressive IVD loads may be transmitted into
circumferential tensile loads in the AF – termed ‘hoop stresses’ – due to the containment
of the radially-expanding NP within the AF.42 Thus, the complex interplay of the IVD
tissues imbue it with unique biomechanical properties to fulfill its orthopaedic role.
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1.2 Pathophysiology and Socioeconomic Impact
Aging, genetic predisposition, mechanical overload, and nutrient deprivation can
induce changes in the NP that initiate an aberrant, cell-mediated pathology known as IVD
degeneration (IDD).43 Once initiated, IDD is marked by elevated concentrations of proinflammatory mediators that promote the increased production of ECM-degrading
enzymes by resident cells.44–47 This degradative environment is known to include matrix
metalloproteinases (MMPs) and a disintegrin and metalloproteinase with
thrombospondin motifs (ADAMTS) – catabolic enzymes that respectively degrade the
two main constituents of the IVD, collagen and aggrecan.31,48–50 In turn, ECM turnover
favors catabolism over anabolism, leading to the breakdown of the NP tissue. In
particular, the accelerated degradation of extant PGs and reduced biosynthesis of new
PGs alters the tissue’s ECM composition.51 This diminishes the water-imbibing capacity
of the NP, thereby impairing the IVD’s ability to perform its biomechanical functions
through hydraulic pressurization and fluid dissipation. Moreover, degraded NP ECM has
been shown to stimulate production of pro-inflammatory cytokines including interlukin-1
beta (IL-1β) and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α).52 This coupling of inflammation
and ECM degradation creates a positive-feedback cycle that may amplify small
perturbations in IVD physiology, ultimately leading to altered IVD microarchitecture and
reduced ECM mechanical properties.32,53,54 This begets altered spinal kinematics,55
motion segment instability,56 non-physiologic loading of the IVD, which can result in
lamellar disorganization in the AF, tissue damage, and IVD herniation (IVDH).57
Clinically, IDD may present with several characteristics; X-ray and magnetic resonance
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imaging often demonstrate significant reductions in overall IVD height, NP desiccation,
intra-vertebral herniations (i.e. Schmorl nodes), changes in the vertebral body end-plates
(i.e. Modic changes), and osteophyte formation.58
The most common diagnosis for patients experiencing LBP is IDD,59 and LBP is
the leading cause of Years Lived with Disability in all developed countries with a lifetime
prevalence of 80-85% and a chronic prevalence of ~23%.60–62 Approximately 1.5 to 4
million adults in the U.S. have IVD-related LBP, 63,64 with a cumulative societal cost
estimated to exceed $100 billion in the U.S. and $12 billion in the U.K. annually.63,64
Additionally, the economic losses due to LBP substantially impact society at the
individual-level. In an Australian cohort, disabled men and women in the workforce
earned 83% and 76% of the incomes of nondisabled individuals.65 Pre-mature workforce
departure due to back-related illness further exacerbates these losses, with an estimated
87% reduction in retirement assets.66 With respect to cardiovascular disease, depression,
or other mental health issues, more than twice as many individuals retiring early due to
back-related issues are estimated to have no savings by retirement age, with some
accumulating as little wealth as $3708 for women, and $5038 for men to fund their
premature retirement.66 Early workforce departure limits the attainment of economic
resources, such as savings, housing, and income-producing assets, leading to short-term
fiscal losses that curtail long-term financial growth or stability. In the absence of
accumulated wealth, dependence on welfare as a primary source of income is projected to
increase in prevalence due to increasing life expectancy and retirement duration. This is
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expected to worsen the socioeconomic burden and degrade the quality of life of early
retirees suffering from LBP.

1.3 Conventional Treatments for IVD Disorders
Pain may arise from IDD due to the pathological innervation of the AF and the
impingement of spinal nerves in the intervertebral foramen as disc height is lost due to
ECM degradation. Furthermore, dorsolateral IVD prolapse or herniation may intrude into
the spinal canal and compress the spinal cord, leading to LBP, radiculopathy,
neurological pathologies. Many remedies for IVD disorders exist, but their effectiveness
and implementation remains highly controversial,67 particularly for those that aim to
maintain spine biomechanics while eliminating discogenic pain.56,68–70 This issue is
further convoluted by the lack of harmonious guidelines for LBP management and the
discord between published clinical standards and research-based evidence.71,72
Pharmacological pain management has historically been one of the first-line
treatments recommended by multiple clinical guidelines to manage LBP.62 This includes
pharmaceuticals such as acetaminophen, NSAIDS, opioids, anticonvulsants, musclerelaxers, and epidural injections.62,73–75 Despite their widespread use, the effectiveness
and cost utility of pharmaceutical management of LBP has not been fully established in
the clinic. This has been attributed by some to the complex pathobiology and etiology of
discogenic pain, which exacerbates the development and implementation of effective
treatments.62 Additionally, previous work has shown that poor adherence to prescribed
medication regimen may be a significant issue.76 While pharmaceutical approaches have
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been historically widespread, clinical guidelines have begun advising the use of physical
therapy and exercise prior to pharmaceuticals;67 however, little evidence supports the
efficacy of this approach. Prior research showed no difference in the pain or disability
scores in IDH-afflicted individuals after 6 weeks of physical therapy,74 and exercise
therapy was less effective at reducing chronic LBP and spine-related leg pain than
surgical stabilization.68 Similarly, in a review by Snodgrass, the evidence supporting
exercise therapy for work-related back injuries was found to be inconclusive.77
When LBP arising from IVD disorders are unresponsive to conservative
therapies, surgical approaches may be employed. Numerous surgical interventions for
IVD disorders have been investigated, including intradiscal injection of ECM-degrading
agents,78 thermal procedures to harden IVD tissues,79–81 excision of inflamed or herniated
material,79 osseous fusion of the joint,4 and partial or total replacement with a synthetic
implant.69,82 Of these, spinal fusion and total disc replacement have seen substantial
interest due to their ability to alleviate pain, restore disc height, and mitigate joint
instability.56,83
Surgical arthrodesis – immobilization of a joint by fusion of the adjacent bones –
is a common treatment for discogenic lumbar pain,84 with over 400,000 such procedures
performed each year in the United States.85 Using hardware fixation (plates, rods, and
screws), interbody cages, or bone graft spacers,86 spinal fusion eliminates abnormal
motion and unburdens loading on pathologic disc tissues.83 This decompresses local
nerves,86 thereby reducing pain and improving quality of life.83 In a retrospective study,
Kleimeyer et al. demonstrated that spinal fusion following failed nonsurgical
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management of symptomatic IDD resulted in significant improvements in pain and
disability scores compared to nonsurgical management.87 In contrast, the meta-analysis
performed by Ibrahim et al. comparing surgical versus nonsurgical treatments for chronic
LBP found that fusion produced only marginal improvements in pain and disability, no
difference in cost utility, and a marked risk of complication.70 Furthermore, spinal fusion
results in loss of motion at the fused joint, diminishing spine biomechanics and
instigating physiological changes in adjacent disc levels mirroring IDD, termed adjacent
segment degeneration (ASD). 68,83,88 Additionally, reoperation rates of up to 20% at 5
years post-fusion have been observed. Despite its shortcomings, the therapeutic benefits
of spinal fusion and the absence of an irrefutably superior treatment has made it the de
facto “gold standard” treatment for persistent IVD disorders.56
An alternative to spinal fusion that has received much interest is total disc
replacement (TDR) with a synthetic IVD. TDR has shown promise because it restores
disc height in pathological disc levels while maintaining segment motion,83 which is
thought to protect proximal IVDs from ASD and improve patient quality of life.56 In their
randomized controlled trial comparing TDR to multidisciplinary rehabilitation, Furunes
et al. showed that TDR resulted in statistically significant improvements in function and
pain relief at 8 years, with 70% of TDR recipients meeting the “clinically important
improvement” threshold.89 This is in agreement with Siepe et al. who showed satisfactory
clinical results at 5-10 years follow-up with statistically significant reductions in pain and
disability scores compared to pre-operative levels.90 Despite the promise of TDR,
discordant findings comparing TDR to spinal fusion have hindered its implementation.91
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Yajun et al. performed a meta-analysis comparing TDR and spinal fusion.56 Similar to
previous work, they found significant improvements in function and pain compared to
preoperative levels; however, no significant differences were seen between TDR and
spinal fusion at 5 years post-operation for revision rates, patient function, pain status, or
overall satisfaction. Thus, the ambiguous clinical efficacy of TDR versus spinal fusion
has made TDR controversial,83 with some clinical guidelines recommending that TDR
should not be routinely performed and that spinal fusion should only be used for
randomized controlled trials.92 This controversy is further bolstered by the unique risks of
using synthetic implants for IVD repair, such as implant migration,93 subsidence into
adjacent vertebrae,94 or implant failure, which may occur as frequently as 14-39%.95
Moreover, Veruva et al. showed that ultrahigh-molecular-weight polyethylene particulate
generated by TDR devices significantly increased the presence of inflammatory
cytokines, innervation-associated growth factors (nerve growth factor and substance P),
and CD68+ macrophages.94
Collectively, current therapies for IVD disorders have significant limitations,
including: a lack of consensus on treatment efficacy and clinical implementation; the loss
of spine biomechanics following fusion or TDR; and risk of re-operation due to ASD or
implant failure. Furthermore, current strategies for spinal fusion and TDR preclude
regenerative outcomes. There is a need for less invasive interventions that are capable of
synergistically interacting with innate biological mechanisms to achieve long-term
regeneration of the tissue.
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1.4 Regenerative NP Replacements
A potential alternative to spinal fusion and TDR is NP replacement, through
which degenerative NP is excised through the AF and replaced with a prothesis. NP
replacement has received attention because it is less invasive than fusion or TDR,
enabling earlier intervention at milder stages of degeneration when the AF still maintains
some competency.96 Moreover, this procedure preserves joint motion, which is thought
to be critical in circumventing the onset of ASD and producing long-term improvements
in biomechanical outcomes.97 Although it has been less widely used than spinal fusion or
TDR, intervening earlier and with less collateral damage makes regeneration of IVD
tissues a promising possibility; however, there is a lack of regenerative biomaterials for
NP replacement that satisfy the requirements for successful repair.
Nucleus Pulposus Replacements (NPRs) must possess key characteristics to
successfully regenerate the native tissue. To alleviate these symptoms and restore spine
biomechanics upon implantation, NPRs must possess the mechanical robustness to
restore IVD height and bear spinal loading, which includes complex, multi-directional
loading and intradiscal pressures ranging from 0.1-1.1 MPa for activities of daily living.98
These materials should also exhibit similar poroviscoelastic material properties as native
NP to allow for mimetic IVD mechanical properties.99 Furthermore, these mechanical
properties must be maintained for prolonged periods in vivo to prevent the occurrence of
adjacent segment degeneration and to provide adequate time for regenerative mechanisms
to progress. This may be particularly challenging since IDD enlists many inflammatory
and proteolytic processes that lead to degradation of the native tissues.45,100–102 Thus, to
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maintain the therapeutic effects upon implantation, NPRs must be able to withstand this
inflammatory proteolysis without losing their mechanical properties. In addition to
providing adequate structural support, regenerative implants must also be capable of
synergistically interact with the host’s physiology through cell-mediated integration and
remodeling to provide a means of regeneration. Furthermore, a biomaterial capable of
cell-mediated interaction could also serve as a vehicle for stem cell delivery, enabling an
additional therapeutic benefit that has shown much promise in treating IVD
disorders.103,104
Synthetic replacements have been extensively studied and developed.105–108 These
include pre-fabricated constructs such as the Prothetic Disc Nucleus (PDN™) device – a
hydrogel encapsulated by a fibrous polymeric jacket –109,110 and injectable replacements
which cure in situ such as NuCore™ – a silk-elastin copolymer designed to crosslink in
vivo.111 Despite their success, issues with synthetic implants have been observed, such as
excessive material stiffness, endplate overloading leading to fracture, and mechanical
failure of the implant.97,106,108 Additionally, these materials fail to integrate into the
proximal tissue. A provocative alternative to synthetic biomaterials is decellularization,
through which scaffolds are fabricated by removing immunogenic components from a
replacement tissue while retaining native ECM composition and organization.112 Past
work has shown that cartilage-mimetic scaffolds formed through decellularization can
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Figure 1.2. Diagram of the Decellularization Process. The target tissue is extracted and treated with cycles
of cell lysis and antigen extraction until immunogenic and inflammatory epitopes are removed, leaving the
extracellular-matrix.

induce stem cells to adopt NP-like cell phenotypes,113and that the ECM composition and
density of the NP gives rise to its unique poroviscoelastic mechanical properties.16,18,99
These suggest that decellularization could produce NP replacement scaffolds with
compositions similar to the native ECM, imbuing them with the intrinsic ability to induce
NP-like cell phenotypes while possessing comparable mechanical properties.
Decellularized NP therapies have been previously reported, but many are
implemented as injectable derivatives of acellular ECM, 114–116 and have not yet been
evaluated for mechanical function post-injection. Decellularization of intact human NP
was reported by Huang et al., who demonstrated devitalization of the tissue through the
absence of nuclei within lacunae and the preservation of native ECM components.117
However, quantification of DNA content showed no difference between native and
decellularized tissues, which could induce an adverse host reaction in response to residual
exogenous DNA,118,119 and the decellularized tissue was not mechanically characterized.
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Mercuri et al. successfully demonstrated the decellularization of porcine NP and its
ability to support stem cell differentiation towards an NP-like phenotype in the absence
of exogenous growth factors, however the mechanical properties were within the lower
margin of human NP values.120,121
Many characteristics of decellularized, cartilaginous implants make them adept at
interacting with cells, including micro-scale architecture, mechanical properties, ECM
composition, and retained soluble signals.113 Consequently, decellularized NP has been
investigated as a regenerative biomaterial for IVD repair. Illien-junger and colleagues
developed an injectable NP therapeutic from decellularized bovine NP which possessed
comparable ECM composition to human NP.114 When seeded with human NPCs, their
biomaterial was able to support cell survival and proliferation up to 21 days in culture with
some evidence of ECM production. Evaluation of biomaterial compatibility with NPCs is
a vital representation of endogenous cell response upon implantation; however, the
inclusion of stem cells has been shown to enhance the therapeutic effects of the implant.
Although the exact mechanisms are unknown, Chen et al. demonstrated that MSCs have a
protective effect on endogenous NPCs when IDD is simulated in vitro.122 This is consistent
with the findings of Yang et al., who used an in vivo mouse model of IDD to investigate
the therapeutic effects of MSCs; they found that MSCs were able to halt disc height loss,
maintain tissue morphology, stimulate ECM production, and transition towards a
chondrogenic phenotype.123 Furthermore, MSCs were found to increase the number of
endogenous NPCs and up-regulate their chondrocytic phenotype.
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In addition to their direct therapeutic effects, research has shown the mechanical
and biochemical benefits of stem cell seeding on decellularized scaffolds. Mercuri et al.
showed that acellular, porcine NP that was seeded with adipose-derived stem cells had
increased biochemical content and improved dynamic mechanical properties.120
Furthermore, the scaffold’s biomimetic ECM up-regulated NP-associated genes, even in
the absence of growth factors. Similarly, we have previously demonstrated the ability to
decellularize bovine caudal NP to form acellular bovine NP (ABNP) scaffolds. This
material was possessed mechanical similarities to human NP, biomimetic ECM
composition, maintained native microarchitecture, and was compatible with stem cell
seeding.124
In summary, NP replacement is a promising treatment strategy whereby
degenerative NP tissue is excised and a substitute material is implanted. Critically, this
method is well-suited to regenerative strategies due to its potential for minimally invasive
approaches and the preservation of competent IVD tissues. Before this method can
successfully realize regenerative outcomes, repair materials that re-establish spine
biomechanics, halts progression of IVD pathologies, and regenerates that native tissue must
be further studied. In particular, decellularized scaffolds seeded with stem cells must be
further investigated for their potential as functional, regenerative implants for IVD repair.

1.5 Animal Models of IVD Degeneration
Clinical translation of regenerative biomaterials for IVD repair requires
evaluating their efficacy in animal models that recapitulate the salient biochemical,
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mechanical, and clinical features of mild to moderate IDD prior to human clinical trials.
Selecting the appropriate animal model to investigate IDD and evaluate therapeutics has
been controversial.125,126 Reitmaier et al. evaluated large animal models used in IVD
research and identified several shortcomings within the field, including minimal (e.g.
based on available in vitro data) or no justification of animal model selection.126
Additionally, the authors suggested that logistical factors, such as behavioral differences,
animal cost, availability, or researcher preference, may influence model selection in the
absence of empirical differences. The authors concluded that current limitations of data
concerning large animal models minimized the impact of currently published literature,
warranting further comprehensive characterization of in vivo models to determine their
suitability for IVD research. Of those reviewed, caprine (goat) and ovine (sheep) models
were found to be the most common quadrupeds used to study IVD pathology and repair.
In goats, Hoogendoorn and colleagues extensively characterized the ability of
intradiscal injection of chondroitinase-ABC (C-ABC) to initiate and consistently produce
progressive, degenerative changes in lumbar IVDs as evidenced by clinical imaging,
biochemical, and histological analyses.127–129 These results were re-affirmed in a similar
study by Gullbrand et a.l who administered 1U C-ABC which resulted in moderate IDD
in goats by 12 weeks.130 In contrast, equally comprehensive studies have not been
performed in sheep, despite significant similarities to human lumbar IVDs with respect to
geometry,131 range of motion,132 ECM composition,133 age-related changes,134,135
notochordal cell absence, 136 and intradiscal pressures.137 To date, only two studies have
utilized intradiscal C-ABC injection to induce IDD in this sheep.138,139 Sasaki et al.
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performed intradiscal injections of 1, 5, or 50 U C-ABC per IVD, which resulted in
significant reductions in intravital lumbar intradiscal pressures and heights over 4 weeks
across all concentrations.138 Ghosh et al. utilized 1U C-ABC to induce degeneration over
a period of 12-weeks prior to administering progenitor cells to evaluate their efficacy to
regenerate the IVD.139 However, the study was not specifically designed to characterize
the degenerative model and only included imaging and histological outcome analyses.
To summarize, prior to translation, repair materials must be evaluated using
appropriate animal models that mimic the salient features of the pathology that the
material addresses. Currently, selecting the appropriate animal model for IVD repair
materials is highly controversial, with non-empirical factors yielding undue influence
over the selection process. This may hinder the progression of scientific knowledge from
in vitro studies to clinical implementation, since using inaccurate animal models may
cause the spurious rejection of promising therapies or inadvertent translation of
hazardous agents. Consequently, only well-characterized animal models should be used
for evaluating biomaterials.

1.6 Synthesis
The IVD is a fibrocartilaginous tissue comprised of three distinct tissues: a
gelatinous core known as the NP, concentric fibrous rings encircling the NP known as the
AF, and the superior/inferior CEPs. The complex interplay of these tissues allows the
IVD to withstand complex loading in the spine while maintaining trunk stability and
flexibility. IVD pathologies, such as IDD and IDH, are associated with cell-mediated
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inflammation in vivo. This inflammation creates a catabolic environment which degrades
the ECM, leading to native cell death and aberrant spine biomechanics, which may lead
to low back pain, radiculopathy, and disability. Current treatment strategies for IVD
pathologies either palliative or are aggressive and only partly redress spine biomechanics.
Furthermore, these aggressive interventions may induce collateral pathologies in adjacent
IVDs due to abnormal spine biomechanics. Mechanically robust scaffolds derived from
decellularized tissues have the potential to re-establish spine biomechanics, alleviate the
underlying pathology, and regenerate the native tissue. We have previously demonstrated
the ability to decellularize bovine NP to form acellular bovine NP. Previous work
demonstrated that the ABNP possessed biomimetic ECM composition, supported cell
seeding, and partially restored spine kinematics in an ex vivo model of IVD injury.
Despite its promise, the ABNP must be further refined before it is able to alleviate the
symptoms of IDD by restoring spine biomechanics and regenerating the native tissue.
Furthermore, prior to translation, the ABNP must be evaluated using a well-characterized
animal model that reproduces clinically relevant aspects of IDD. The goals of the
research described herein were to: i) fortify the mechanical properties of the ABNP, ii)
determine the in vitro cytocompatibility and regenerative capacity of the ABNP, and iii)
define a novel animal model of IVD degeneration for future in vivo testing of the implant.
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CHAPTER TWO
The research described in this chapter was previously published in the Journal of
Biomedical Materials Research: Part B. The published work may be found at the following
citation.
Joshua D. Walters, Sanjitpal S. Gill, Jeremy J. Mercuri. “Ethanol‐mediated
compaction and cross‐linking enhance mechanical properties and degradation resistance
while maintaining cytocompatibility of a nucleus pulposus scaffold.” J Biomed Mater Res
Part B. 2019: 00B: 1– 12. DOI: 10.1002/jbm.b.34339.
IMPROVING THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND DEGRADATION
RESISISTANCE OF A DECELLULARIZED NUCLEUS PULPOSUS SCAFFOLD
USING ETHANOL-MEDIATED COMPACTION AND CROSSLINKING
2.1 Introduction
Bovine caudal nucleus pulposus (NP) has shown biochemical and
microarchitectural similarities to human NP.1,2 This, and the widespread availability of ox
tails, has made bovine caudal NP a promising tissue source for decellularization to
produce scaffolds for intervertebral disc (IVD) repair. We have previously described such
a decellularization treatment using a series of detergent solutions, sonication cycles, and
nuclease digestion to produce an acellular bovine NP (ABNP).3 The efficacy of this
method was evaluated by analyzing the residual DNA within the tissue following
decellularization. Nuclei were visualized in tissue cryosections using 4'6-diamidino-2phenylindole (DAPI) intercalating dye, which showed a total removal of intact nuclei
from the tissue. Furthermore, quantification of residual DNA in the scaffold revealed a
DNA content of 9.076 ± 1.95 ng DNA per mg sample dry weight, reflecting a ~93%
reduction in DNA compared to the native bovine NP (Figure 2.1A). Similarly, agarose
gel electrophoresis showed no DNA bands for high or low molecular weight DNA (30024,000 bp and 10-300 bp, respectively; Figure 2.1B). Collectively, these data met the a
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Figure 2.1. Effects of Decellularization Treatments on DNA Content and Extra-Cellular Matrix
Composition. Treatment 13 was chosen as the optimal decellularization method due to (A) the significant
removal of DNA compared to fresh bovine NP, (B) the absence of intact or fragmented DNA, and (C, D) the
similar effects of the treatments on matrix composition. Horizontal bars connecting groups indicate
significant differences (p < 0.05). Adapted from Fernandez et al.3

priori criteria for decellularization defined from literature,4,5 which included a lack of
visible nuclear staining, <50 ng DNA per mg sample dry weight, and minimal residual
DNA fragments.
In addition to decellularization efficacy, the effects of this method on the
scaffold’s matrix composition were evaluated (Figure 2.1C and 2.1D). An increase in
the proportion of collagen in the matrix was seen, with a hydroxyproline (HyPro) content
of 13.876 ± 1.14 µg HyPro per mg sample dry weight. Concurrently, GAGs content was
reduced by ~70% to 205.56 ± 16.00 µg GAG per mg sample dry weight. Despite this
altered matrix composition, the GAG content was close to that observed for human
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Figure 2.2. Mechanical Properties of the ABNP vs Bovine NP. Dynamic mechanical analysis of ABNP
(A, B) compared to fresh bovine (C, D) NP tissue test to 8% compressive strain. (A, C) Plots of the complex
moduli (E*, triangles), storage moduli (E’, circles), and loss moduli (E’’, Squares), in addition to the phase
angle (B, D), of test samples over the frequencies tested. No significant differences were found comparing
values obtained from ABNP scaffolds and fresh bovine NP tissue. Adapted from Fernandez et al.3

lumbar NP (300-600 µg GAG per mg sample dry weight).6 Furthermore, native bovine
NP had a higher ratio of GAG:HyPro than human lumbar NP (79:1 vs 27:1, respectively).
Thus, despite losing GAG during decellularization, the ratio of GAG:HyPro for the
ABNP (15:1) was close to human values and markedly higher than many other
scaffolding materials.7
The ABNP was further evaluated for its ability to serve as a regenerative,
orthopaedic implant by determining its short-term cytocompatibility and mechanical
properties. Upon injection-seeding human amnion-derived stem cells into the ABNP,
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>90% cell viability was observed over a 14-day in vitro study. This indicated a strong
potential for longer-term cytocompatibility, which is critical in vivo due to the potential
impact of the scaffold on endogenous host cells. Furthermore, this could enable long-term
stem cell seeding that could lead to synergistic cell-mediated remodeling of the scaffold
and substrate-induced differentiation of seeded stem cells. Mechanical testing of the
ABNP showed that multiple mechanical parameters were maintained after
decellularization, including percent relaxation, apparent Poisson’s ratio, and dynamic
mechanical analysis parameters (Figure 2.2). Similarly, the ABNP was shown to
partially restore spine kinematics using a bovine explant functional spinal unit (FSU)
model when used in tandem with an annulus fibrosus repair patch (Appendix A:
Supplement A-2.1).8
Despite these promising results, several mechanical properties were significantly
diminished by the decellularization process and multiple kinematic parameters were not
restored following simulated repair with this model. Moreover, mechanical properties
were in the lower end of human values. Thus, there remained a need to optimize the
ABNP prior to its implementation as a therapeutic for IDD to improve its mechanical
competency and ensure that those improvements are maintained when confronted with
the enzymatic degradation associated with IDD.
A ubiquitous method of fabricating and fortifying biomaterials for implantation is
using 1–ethyl–3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride and Nhydroxysuccinimide (EDC/NHS) crosslinking to control degradation kinetics and
mechanical properties.9 EDC/NHS is a zero-length crosslinking treatment conjugating
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free amines and carboxyl groups,10 and it has received attention because it is not
incorporated into the scaffold during the crosslinking reaction, allowing cytotoxic
crosslinkers and byproducts to be rinsed from the scaffold prior to implantation.10
Additionally, using ethanol (EtOH) as a co-solvent has been shown to enhance
EDC/NHS crosslinking, optimally at 28% EtOH,11and ethanol is known to shrink tissues
during histological processing.12 We hypothesized that adding EtOH as a co-solvent
would compact the ABNP during crosslinking, independently contributing to enhanced
scaffold properties. Thus, the objectives of this research were to incorporate ethanol as a
co-solvent for crosslinking the ABNP and to evaluate the effects of compaction and
crosslinking on the dynamic mechanical properties, degradation resistance, FSU
kinematics, and cytocompatibility.

2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Decellularization Procedure
Bovine coccygeal discs (CC1/2-CC3/4) were decellularized to create acellular
bovine NP (ABNP) as described previously.3 Fascia was first excised from bovine tails
(Publix, Lakeland, FL), and then IVDs were dissected from adjacent vertebrae. The NP
was isolated from the IVD using an 8mm biopsy punch and immersed in a
decellularization solution containing 1.2% Triton X-100, 0.2% EDTA, 0.02% sodium
azide, and 50 mM Tris with a pH of 7.5. After a >30 min free-swell in decellularization
solution, samples were bisected and then sonicated in the same solution for 10 min at 40
kHz before being agitated at 150 RPM at ambient temperature. Decellularization solution
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was replenished and samples were re-sonicated every 24 hrs for a total of 72 hours of
decellularization. Samples were subsequently incubated for 48 hr at 37°C in nuclease
solution consisting of 720 mU/mL DNase and RNase in PBS (7.5 pH) containing 5mM
magnesium chloride. This was shown to produce scaffolds devoid of intact nuclei with
significantly reduced DNA content that maintained adequate scaffold composition.3 In
preparation for mechanical testing, scaffolds were snap-frozen, trimmed into cylinders
(Ø4 mm; mean height: 3.26 ± 0.13 mm), and thawed in saline. Scaffolds used for cell
culture were sterilized in 0.1% Peracetic Acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in PBS for
2 hr, and then neutralized overnight in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM:
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) containing 50% fetal bovine serum (FBS: Atlanta
Biologicals, Flowery Branch, GA) and 1% antibiotic/-mycotic (AB/AM: Fisher
Scientific).

2.2.2 Evaluation of Ethanol-Mediated Compaction of the ABNP
A preliminary study was performed to confirm scaffold compaction after
immersion in 28% ethanol buffered with 50 mM 2-(N-Morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid
(MES: Merck Millipore, Burlington, MA). Scaffolds (n=9) were imaged from the top and
side prior to immersion, and post-immersion at 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, and 180 min.
Using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD), the height and diameter of
each scaffold was measured at each time point, and changes were calculated as a
percentage of the initial volume.
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2.2.3 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis of Ethanol-Mediated ABNP Compaction
To isolate the mechanical effects of ethanol-mediated compaction, a preliminary
unconfined dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) study was performed on a Bose
Electroforce 3200 test frame (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) equipped with a saline
bath at 27°C. ABNP (n=12) were equilibrated at 4% compressive strain for 500 sec
followed by 15 cycles from 0% to 8% compressive strain at 1 Hz. After re-hydrating for
120 minutes in saline, samples were immersed in 28% EtOH buffered with MES for 30,
60, or 120 min (n=3/timepoint), and then subjected to an identical loading regimen.
Stiffness, storage modulus and loss modulus were quantified for all DMA testing using
Wintest7 DMA Analysis Software (TA Instruments).

2.2.4 ABNP Crosslinking
Since preliminary testing showed that MES-buffered 28% ethanol induced
significant changes in scaffold volume and all DMA properties after immersion for 120
min, this was incorporated into a crosslinking treatment whereby samples underwent 120
min of compaction prior to crosslinking. (Figure 2.3) Crosslinking was performed for 4
hr using 30 mM EDC (Fisher Scientific) and 6 mM NHS (Alfa Aesar, Haverhill, MA) in
MES buffer at 5.5 pH in three different conditions: no ethanol co-solvent (MES Only),
28% ethanol co-solvent (EtOH/MES), or 120 min pre-compaction in buffered 28%
ethanol co-solvent followed by the addition of EDC/NHS (Comp+EtOH/MES). Native
bovine NP (bNP) and unaltered ABNP were used as controls.
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Figure 2.3. Overview of Experimental Treatments. (A) Experimental groups with their contributing
factors indicated by “X”. Native bovine NP (bNP) are decellularized to form acellular bovine NP (ABNP).
ABNP was then subjected to either conventional crosslinking in MES buffer (MES Only), crosslinking in
MES-buffered 28% ethanol (EtOH/MES), or pre-compacted for 120 min in MES-buffered 28% ethanol
followed by the addition of crosslinkers to the solution (Comp+EtOH/MES: B).

2.2.5 Compressive Dynamic Mechanical Analysis of Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP
To evaluate the dynamic mechanical changes after ethanol-mediated compaction
and crosslinking, scaffolds (n=6/group) underwent DMA using a Bose Electroforce 3200
equipped with a saline bath at 27°C. Unconfined samples were equilibrated at 4%
compressive strain for 500 sec, followed by 15 cycles from 0% to 8% compressive strain
at 0.01 Hz, 0.1 Hz, 1 Hz, and 10 Hz, with a 500 sec equilibration at 4% prior to each
waveform.
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2.2.6 Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP Resistance to Accelerated Enzymatic
Degradation
Following DMA, samples were lyophilized for enzymatic degradation studies
using ADAMTS-5 and MMP-13, which have been shown to be important mediators of
IVD degeneration. To simulate an accelerated degenerative environment, 50x high
concentrations than those quantified by Mern et al. were used.13 Samples
(n=3/enzyme/group) were exposed to 1xTris-buffered saline containing 0.05% Brij-35, 5
mM CaCl2 and either recombinant human ADAMTS-5 (Fisher Scientific) at 0.20485
µg/mL or recombinant human MMP-13 (Fisher Scientific) at 0.02215 µg/mL. After 30
days of incubation at 37°C with daily agitation, scaffolds were re-lyophilized and their
dry-weights were obtained to determine the percent mass loss. Scaffolds were then rehydrated for 48 hr in PBS and then re-subjected to the DMA regimen.

2.2.7 Functional Spinal Unit Kinematics Testing
Caudal FSUs (vertebrae-IVD-vertebrae) from bovine tails (Publix) were isolated
en bloc from the surrounding tissue via dissection. Subsequently, FSUs from the first two
caudal levels were disarticulated using a band saw. Vertebrae were reinforced with 1/8”
steel rods to prevent slippage and potted in urethane resin. FSUs were wrapped in gauze
saturated with saline and stored in sealed bags at -20°C until testing.
Axial kinematic testing was performed on a Bose ElectroForce 3200 series,
model: 3220, fitted with a 100-lb. load cell in a test chamber filled with PBS at ambient
temperature. A complex loading regimen and analysis were performed as we reported
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previously.8 Briefly, each FSU (n = 5) was tested sequentially as follows, with a 24 hr
free-swell in PBS prior to each condition: Uninjured, Nucleotomy, Repair with ABNP,
and Repair with Comp+EtOH/MES ABNP. A nucleotomy was performed by perforating
the IVD using a 6 mm biopsy punch (7 mm depth) and subsequently removing ~1.0mL of
NP tissue through the previously formed aperture. The repair group consisted of
replacing the excised NP tissue with an equal volume of repair material, replacing the
annular plug removed during the nucleotomy, and applying an annulus fibrosus repair
patch (AFRP; dimensions: 7mm x 7mm x 0.75mm) previously described by our lab.8,14
The AFRP was affixed with eight sutures 1–2 mm from the edge of the AFRP: one suture
at each corner and one suture halfway along each side.
For testing, samples were first loaded to a mean stress of -0.125 MPa
(compression indicated by negative loads). FSUs were then subjected to three
consecutive loading regimes: 1) a 1-hr creep period at -0.5 MPa, 2) 35 cycles of axial
tension-compression from 0.25 MPa and -0.5 MPa at 0.1 Hz, and 3) a constant-rate slowramp to -0.5 MPa at a rate of 1 N/s. Creep data were analyzed to determine the initial
deformation that occurred until the target load was achieved – defined as the step
displacement – and the deformation that occurred after the target load was achieved –
defined as the creep displacement. Time-displacement curves from the creep period were
further analyzed by fitting a four-parameter rheological model to the data using Prism 7
(Graphpad Software, La Jolla, CA). 15 The equation:
𝑡𝑆
𝑡𝑆
𝑑(𝑡) 1
1
− 1
− 2
= (1 − 𝑒 𝜂1 ) + (1 − 𝑒 𝜂2 )
𝐿0
𝑆1
𝑆2
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fits displacement as a function of time (d(t)) normalized to the applied force (𝐿0 ),
yielding the elastic and viscous parameters (𝑆𝑛 and 𝜂𝑛 ) for short-term (𝑆1 and 𝜂1 ) and
long-term (𝑆2 and 𝜂2 ) creep response. Of note, the equilibrium time constant can be
easily calculated as 𝜏𝑛 =

𝜂𝑛
𝑆𝑛

. The force-displacement curve for the loading phase of the

35th cycle was used to analyze the cyclic loading data. A linear fit of the forcedisplacement curve from 60% to 100% of the peak loads was used to respectively
determine the tensile and compressive stiffnesses. Axial range of motion (RoM) was
defined as the total peak-to-peak displacement of the IVD. The constant-rate slow-ramp
compressive stiffness was determined using a linear fit of the slow-ramp loaddisplacement response.

2.2.8 Cytocompatibility Testing of Crosslinked and Compacted ABNP
Each scaffold (Ø6 mm x 2-4 mm height; n = 4/group for ABNP, MES Only,
EtOH/MES, Comp+EtOH/MES) was seeded with 1.0x106 (passage 6) human Adipose
Derive Stem Cells (hADSCs: Fisher Scientific) in 150μL of media. To minimize
injection tract size, cell suspension was administered via multiple 25µL injections
through a syringe tipped with a 29G needle, which we have previously shown to have no
detrimental effects on cell viability.3 To allow for attachment, scaffolds were incubated
for 2 hr at 37°C and 5% CO2 prior to the addition of cell culture media consisting of
DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% AB/AM. Cell metabolic activity was
assessed using Alamar Blue (Fisher Scientific) fluorescence at t = 1, 3, and 7 days,
normalized to day 1 values. To confirm cell viability at day 10, scaffolds were bisected
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either sagitally or transversely (n=1/group/imaging plane) for Live/Dead fluorescent
staining (Biotium, Fremont, CA) according to manufacturer instructions. Fluorescent
images were acquired using an EVOS Fluorescent Imaging System (AMF4300: Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).

2.2.9 Statistics
Results were expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM), with
statistical analysis performed using Prism 7 (Graphpad Software) and significance
(p≤0.05) denoted by “*”. Volumetric changes were compared using one-way Repeated
Measures ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc pairwise comparison. DMA parameters for the
preliminary compaction testing were compared to pre-immersion values (t = 0 min) using
Fisher’s LSD. Subsequently, all DMA comparisons were performed within respective
frequencies to the unaltered ABNP using Fisher’s LSD. Student’s t-test was used to
compared DMA results before and after enzymatic degradation, with significance
(p≤0.05) denoted by “†”. Percent mass loss was analyzed using one-way ANOVA with
Dunnet’s post hoc comparison to the ABNP. FSU kinematic parameters were compared
using one-way Repeated Measures ANOVA with Fisher’s LSD. Alamar Blue
Fluorescence was analyzed using one-way ANOVA with Dunnet’s comparison to the
ABNP within respective days.
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Figure 2.4. Change in Scaffold Volume with Immersion Time. (A) Quantification of scaffold volume after
various immersion times showed a significant reduction after 15 min (p<0.0003) and equilibration after 45
min (p<0.0212). (B-D) Representative images of a scaffold undergoing compaction (Scale Bars = 5 mm).
The fully swollen ABNP (B) shows a notable decrease in volume mid-compaction (C), which continues until
reaching equilibrium at ~70% of initial volume (D).

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Ethanol-Mediated Compaction of ABNP
To confirm the ability of ethanol to mediate compaction of the ABNP, changes in
scaffold volume were determined following various immersion times in 28% ethanol
(Figure 2.4). Volumetric equilibrium was defined as no significant difference with
respect to any previous timepoint. Volume was significantly reduced to 78.4±2.4% after
15 min (p<0.0003; 0 vs. 15 min) of compaction and equilibrium was reached at
69.4±1.9% after 45 min (p<0.0212; 15 vs. 45 min), after which time no significant
changes in volume were found. This degree of volumetric compaction was re-confirmed
after incorporation into a crosslinking treatment (data not shown).
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Figure 2.5. Dynamic Mechanical Properties of ABNP after Various Immersion Times. (A) Scaffold
stiffness showed no change initially, but approximately doubled after 60 and 120 min of immersion. (B)
Storage Modulus and (C) Loss Modulus showed similar trends to one another; negligible differences were
seen after 30 min and marginal increases were observed at 60 min, but significant increases were seen at 120
min.

In addition to the volumetric changes, immersion in buffered 28% ethanol
induced changes in the dynamic mechanical properties of the ABNP. Scaffold stiffness
significantly increased from 45.3±8.9 mN/mm to 105.0±30.1 mN/mm after 60 min
(p<0.0126) of immersion and to 118.3±18.0 mN/mm after 120 min (p<0.0036) (Figure
2.5A). Significant increases were also observed in the storage and loss moduli (Figure
2.5B and 2.5C, resp.), which respectively increased after 120 min from 8.0±1.1 kPa to
40.5±14.7 kPa (p<0.0003) and 2.5±0.3 kPa to 14.0±4.9 kPa (p<0.0003).

2.3.2 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis of Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP
To determine the combined effects of compaction and crosslinking on the
dynamic mechanical properties of the ABNP, DMA was performed after various
crosslinking treatments: conventional crosslinking (MES Only), ethanol-enhanced
crosslinking (EtOH/MES), or ethanol-mediated compaction with enhanced crosslinking
(Comp+EtOH/MES, Figure 2.6A). At 0.01 Hz and 0.1Hz, no significant differences in
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compressive stiffness were observed among experimental groups, although bNP and
crosslinked groups were marginally stiffer than the ABNP (Figure 2.6B). At higher
frequencies, these differences were more apparent; at 1 Hz, bNP and Comp+EtOH/MES
scaffold stiffnesses were respectively 118.5±36.5 mN/mm and 149.1±43.3 mN/mm,
which were significantly higher than the ABNP stiffness of 34.0±14.8 mN/mm (p<0.0287
and p<0.0020, resp.). At 10 Hz, bNP, MES Only, EtOH/MES, and Comp+EtOH/MES
scaffolds demonstrated stiffnesses of 140.1±47.3 mN/mm, 124.1±46.6 mN/mm,
115.9±12.5 mN/mm, and 174.3±49.6 mN/mm, which were all significantly higher than
the ABNP stiffness of 40.7±15.2 mN/mm (p<0.0104, p<0.0307, p<0.0409, and p<0.0004
resp.).
The trends in the storage moduli (Figure 2.6C) showed parallels to the
compressive stiffness. At 0.01 Hz and 0.1 Hz, bNP and crosslinked groups had higher
storage moduli than the ABNP. At 1 Hz, the ABNP storage modulus was 7.6±3.2 kPa.
The bNP, MES Only, and Comp+EtOH/MES groups were significantly higher with
respective storage moduli of 32.0±10.8 kPa, (p<0.0133), 28.9±9.3 kPa (p<0.0299), and
30.9±8.3 kPa (p<0.0131). Although falling short of significance, EtOH/MES storage
modulus increased to 22.8±2.4 kPa (p<0.1019). At 10 Hz, ABNP storage modulus was
5.3±4.3 kPa, while bNP, MES Only, EtOH/MES, and Comp+EtOH/MES moduli were
significantly higher at 36.5±13.8 kPa (p<0.0017), 36.5±14.7 kPa (p<0.0017), 26.3±3.1
kPa (p<0.0251), and 35.7±10.1 kPa (p<0.0.0014), respectively.
The loss modulus (Figure 2.6D) for ABNP at 0.01 Hz was 1.9±0.8 kPa, while
bNP, MES Only, and EtOH/MES were marginally higher at 8.1±2.8 kPa, 7.3±2.6 kPa,
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Figure 2.6. Comparison of Dynamic Mechanical Properties after Crosslinking. (A) Representative
image of an ABNP before (left) and after (right) compaction and crosslinking (Comp+EtOH/MES). (Scale
Bar = 1 cm). Decellularization of bNP to form ABNP resulted in notable decreases in stiffness (B), storage
modulus (C), and loss modulus (D). Crosslinking (MES Only, EtOH/MES, and Comp+EtOH/MES) tended
to counteract the effects of crosslinking and increase DMA parameters towards bNP values.

and 4.5±0.7 kPa and Comp+EtOH/MES was significantly higher at 9.4±2.5 kPa
(p<0.0316). At 0.1 Hz, loss modulus for ABNP was 1.7±0.6 kPa. bNP and EtOH/MES
were higher at 7.5±2.4 kPa and 8.4±1.1 kPa, and MES Only and Comp+EtOH/MES were
significantly increased at 10.4±3.4 kPa (p<0.0165) and 11.6±3.7 kPa (p<0.0045). The
loss modulus at 1 Hz for ABNP and bNP were 2.0±0.7 kPa and 8.5±2.5 kPa, while MES
Only, EtOH/MES, and Comp+EtOH/MES were significantly higher than the ABNP
modulus at 11.5±3.9 kPa (p<0.0093), 10.0±1.5 kPa (p<0.0214), and 11.8±3.3 kPa
(p<0.0049). At 10 Hz, the loss modulus for all groups compared to the ABNP was
significantly higher, with ABNP, bNP, MES Only, EtOH/MES, and Comp+EtOH/MES
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groups having respective loss moduli of 4.4±1.0 kPa, 12.5±3.3 kPa (p<0.0256), 14.1±4.5
kPa (p<0.0080), 12.6±1.3 kPa (p<0.0174), and 15.0±3.4 kPa (p<0.0025).

2.3.3 Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP Resistance to Accelerated Enzymatic
Degradation
Exposing scaffolds to rhADAMTS-5 induced a mass loss of 30.5±2.4% in bNP and
28.8±7.8% in ABNP (Figure 2.7A). This was higher than the 6.1±3.0% loss in
EtOH/MES group and significantly higher than the MES Only or Comp+EtOH/MES
groups which respectively lost 14.3±3.6% (p<0.0158) and 3.2±3.2% (p<0.0076).
Similarly, exposure to rhMMP-13 induced mass loss of 27.8±5.0% in bNP and
27.8±4.0% in ABNP, which was significantly higher than all crosslinked groups, which
lost 10.9±6.1% (p<0.0437) for MES Only, 1.7±1.7% (p<0.0033) for EtOH/MES, and
none detected (ND, p<0.0022) for Comp+EtOH/MES (Figure 2.8A).
To determine the ability of compaction and crosslinking to impart enzyme
resistance, scaffolds were exposed to rhADAMTS-5 or rhMMP-13, followed by DMA.
EtOH/MES scaffolds and Comp+EtOH/MES scaffolds were the only groups to maintain
significantly higher compressive stiffness than the ABNP after ADAMTS-5 exposure at
most frequencies (Figure 2.7B). On the other hand, rhADAMTS-5 had significant
ramifications for the bNP group, whose stiffness significantly decreased from 78.1±23.0
mN/mm to 14.0±2.7 mN/mm at 0.01 Hz (p<0.0118) and 95.8±28.9 mN/mm to 20.5±4.1
mN/mm at 0.1 Hz (p<0.0448). Although not significant, decreases in stiffness were
observed for the ABNP as well, and, at 10 Hz, the scaffold recoil was inadequate to
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Figure 2.7. Scaffold Changes Following Degradation with ADAMTS-5. (A) Mass loss was nearly
identical for bNP and ABNP, which were notably higher than the crosslinked groups. All crosslinked groups
showed less mass loss, but MES Only and Comp+EtOH/MES showed significantly less than the ABNP.
Crosslinked scaffolds showed no significant decreases in DMA parameters (B-D) after degradation; however,
EtOH/MES and Comp+EtOH/MES were closer to their initial values than the MES Only group and were
significantly higher than the ABNP at intermediate frequencies. Bovine NP (bNP) showed the highest
susceptibility to degradation through the significant decreases at various frequencies in stiffness (B), storage
modulus (C), and loss modulus (D). Although the ABNP showed no significant reductions, its recoil at 10
Hz was insufficient to quantify (NQ: not quantifiable).

quantify (NQ – not quantifiable) its DMA properties. Scaffolds crosslinked in MES Only
tended to decrease in stiffness at each frequency following exposure to rhADAMTS-5.
Exposure to rhMMP-13 similarly had a detrimental effect on bNP and ANBP
compressive stiffness, which respectively decreased to 18.8±10.2mN/mm (p<0.0213) and
6.2±2.1 mN/mm at 0.01 Hz, 21.8±13.4mN/mm (p<0.0493) and 8.3±2.2 mN/mm at 0.1
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Figure 2.8. Scaffold Changes Following Degradation with MMP-13. (A) Mass loss was nearly identical
for bNP and ABNP, which were significantly higher than all crosslinked groups. Among the crosslinked
groups, mass loss for ethanol co-solvent groups was markedly lower that of the MES Only group, particularly
for Comp+EtOH/MES which had no detectable (ND) mass loss. Comp+EtOH/MES scaffolds showed
significantly higher DMA parameters at more frequencies than any other group and tended to be the highest
at any given frequency. Crosslinked scaffolds showed no significant decreases in DMA parameters compared
to their initial values (B-D) after degradation, in contrast to bNP, which showed the highest susceptibility to
degradation through the significant decreases at various frequencies in stiffness (B), storage modulus (C),
and loss modulus (D). At 10 Hz, both bNP and ABNP recoil was insufficient to quantify (NQ: not
quantifiable).

Hz, and 27.0±17.2 mN/mm and 10.8±2.9 mN/mm at 1 Hz, and which were NQ at 10 Hz
due to inadequate recoil (Figure 2.8B). In contrast, Comp+EtOH/MES scaffolds were
significantly higher than the ABNP at all frequencies.
EtOH/MES scaffolds and Comp+EtOH/MES scaffolds maintained their storage
moduli at all frequencies after exposure to either rhADAMTS-5 (Figure 2.7C) or
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rhMMP-13 (Figure 2.8C). Furthermore, Comp+EtOH/MES storage modulus was
significantly higher than that of the ABNP at more frequencies than any other test group.
bNP storage modulus suffered significant decreases after digestion with rhADAMTS-5,
reducing to 2.6±0.3 kPa at 0.01 Hz (p<0.0009), 4.2±0.6 at 0.1 Hz (p<0.0048), 5.4±0.9
kPa at 1 Hz (p<0.0138), and 2.8±1.0 kPa at 10 Hz (p<0.0205). rhMMP-13 had a similar
effect on bNP, with a significant reduction to 2.8±1.1 kPa at 0.01 Hz (p<0.0009), 2.8±1.3
kPa at 0.1 Hz (p<0.0029), and 3.4±1.7 kPa at 1 Hz (p<0.0084), while it was NQ at 10 Hz.
ABNP scaffolds, although not significantly decreased compared to their initial state, were
markedly lower than crosslinked scaffolds at all frequencies for both enzymatic
treatments. Trends in the loss moduli were comparable to the storage moduli, with bNP
loss modulus tending to decrease at all frequencies after rhADAMTS-5 (Figure 2.7D) or
rhMMP-13 (Figure 2.8D) treatment, significantly so at 0.01 Hz to 1.6±0.3 kPa
(p<0.0184) and 1.2±0.5 kPa (p<0.0126), respectively. ABNP and MES Only moduli
tended to decrease, and all crosslinked groups showed significantly higher loss modulus
than the ABNP at 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz.

2.3.4 Functional Spinal Unit Kinematics Testing
Tabulated means, SEMs, and p-values for creep parameters and tensioncompression parameters can be found in the appendix (Appendix A: Supplement A-2.2
and Supplement A-2.3; Appendix B: Supplement B-2.1 – Supplement B-2.12).
Comp+EtOH/MES significantly altered the ABNP’s impact on the kinematics of repaired
FSUs. Repair with Comp+EtOH/MES ABNPs significantly reduced the creep
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Figure 2.9. Creep Parameters from Functional Spinal Unit Testing. Step Displacement (A) and Creep
Displacement (B) where respectively determined from the change in displacement upon reaching -0.5 MPa
and after maintaining -0.5 MPa for 1 hour. Creep curves were fit with a constitutive model yielding four
coefficients: the short-term elastic S1 (C), long-term elastic S2 (D), short-term viscous η1 (E), and long-term
viscous η 2 (F). Values represent mean ± standard error of the mean, with significant difference (p<0.05)
between groups denoted by black bars.
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displacement (Figure 2.9B) and significantly increased the compressive stiffness
(Appendix A: Supplement A-2.3) compared to repairing with the unaltered ANBP.
Moreover, the long-term viscous creep parameter (Figure 2.9F) and slow-ramp
compressive stiffness (Supplement A-2.3) were significantly different for the ABNPrepaired treatment compared to the Uninjured and Nucleotomy treatments, but this
difference was not found after repairing with the Comp+EtOH/MES ABNP.
In addition to direct differences between the ABNP and Comp+EtOH/MES
ABNP, restorative trends were observed in the data. Repair with either the ABNP or
Comp+EtOH/MES ABNP significantly restored the long-term elastic (Figure 2.9D)
losses seen after performing the nucleotomy. Similarly, Comp+EtOH/MES repaired
FSUs Comp+EtOH/MES repaired FSU also showed no significant difference compared
to Uninjured FSUs for creep displacement (Figure 2.9B), the long-term viscous
parameter (Figure 2.9F), and slow-ramp compressive stiffness (Supplement A-2.3). Of
note, several kinematic parameters were unaffected by Nucleotomy and/or Repair,
including step displacement, the short-term elastic parameter, and Range of Motion
(Supplement A-2.3).

2.3.5 Cytocompatibility of Crosslinked and Compacted ABNP
The Alamar Blue assay indicated that cellular activity increased for all
crosslinked groups and was significantly higher than the ABNP at day 3, with the
EtOH/MES increasing to 131.2±24.2% (p<0.0155), MES Only increasing to 115.1±3.8%
(p<0.0003), and Comp+EtOH/MES increasing to 113.1±2.6% (p<0.0239) (Figure
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2.10A). In contrast, the ABNP control group decreased to 88.0±5.7% at day 3. Cellular
activity of all scaffolds declined at day 7, with ABNP decreasing to 78.0±2.8%, MES
Only decreasing to 91.2±1.2%, EtOH/MES decreasing to 89.4±4.2%, and
Comp+EtOH/MES significantly decreasing to 72.2±4.0%. Despite this decline in
activity, no significant difference in cellular metabolism was found between the ABNP
and any other group, and Live/Dead fluorescence (Figure 2.10B-G) showed that
scaffolds retained large populations of viable cells with few dead cells at 10 days postseeding.

2.4 Discussion
Herein, we evaluated the effects of ethanol-enhanced crosslinking on ABNP
scaffolds. We demonstrated that MES buffer formulated from 28% EtOH induced
compaction of our scaffolds, which had pronounced effects on the DMA properties of the
ABNP, even in the absence of crosslinker. This finding was incorporated into a
crosslinking methodology, which we then used to evaluate the effects of crosslinking,
EtOH co-solvency, and EtOH-induced compaction. Supplementation with EtOH
enhanced the mechanical properties of scaffolds, fortified them against enzymatic
degradation, and demonstrated comparable cytocompatibility to the ABNP.
We have previously demonstrated that bovine caudal NPs can be effectively
decellularized to produce human-mimetic NP scaffolds with similar ECM composition,
mechanical properties, and cytocompatibility; however, the mechanical testing values
were lower than those reported for human NP.3 This was in agreement with our bovine
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Figure 2.10. Cytotoxicity of Scaffolds After Various Compaction and Crosslinking Treatments. Alamar
Blue fluorescence (A) showed that crosslinked groups had significantly higher metabolic activity at day 3
than the ABNP. At day 7, metabolic activity decreased for all scaffold, but no significant difference was
found compared to the ABNP. Culture continued to day 10, and Live/Dead fluorescence images of sagittal
and transverse views showed that cells tended to reside in injection tracts (red lines) (B, C). Fluorescent
images taken within these tracts shoed that all scaffold groups (D-G) retained viable cells (green) with few
dead cells (red) and sparse DAPI staining (blue).
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explant FSU model, for which the ABNP was not able to restore the viscoelastic creep
parameters following repair.8 These mechanical deficiencies were attributed to
decellularization-induced changes that increased ECM porosity and permeability due to
free-swelling, GAG leaching, and tissue damage, which has been observed in other
decellularization methodologies for NP tissue.2,16,17
To counteract the scaffold changes resulting from decellularization, we employed
ethanol as a co-solvent for crosslinking. The use of co-solvents to control hydrogel swell
state has been well studied using synthetic hydrogels,18,19 and it has been widely observed
as a side effect of many fixatives used to preserves tissues for imaging.20 Using 28%
ethanol buffered with MES, we reduced the scaffold volume to ~70% of its original size
(Figure 2.4). To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to induce compaction of a
decellularized scaffold mediated by ethanol; however, Hiroki et al. demonstrated that
poly(acryloyl-l-proline methyl ester) hydrogels have a swelling capacity that can be
controlled by alcohol concentration, inducing volumetric changes ranging from 0.5-14x
change in gel volume in response to the alcohol fraction. Interestingly, Hiroki et al. also
found their constructs reached an equilibrium based on alcohol concentration, and that
gels gradually decreased in size from 0-20% alcohol and reached their lowest swell state
(50% of initial volume) from 20-43% alcohol.18 This aligns with our findings that 30%
ethanol reduces the volume of our decellularized scaffolds to ~70%.
In addition to the volumetric compaction, increases in the dynamic mechanical
properties were observed in our acellular constructs. The DMA parameters increased 26x in response to ethanol compaction alone (Figure 2.5), which was comparable in
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magnitude to the bNP DMA parameters used for comparison later in the study. One
explanation for this increase is the change in porosity with compaction. Perie et al.
demonstrated that increasing the NP porosity through free swelling or enzymatic
degradation resulted in significant changes to the compressive modulus and
permeability,1 which are related through the biphasic model described by Holmes and
Mow.21
Interestingly, significant changes in the DMA properties were seen no earlier than
60 min and as late as 120 min following immersion in 28% EtOH, despite observing that
the volumetric equilibrium was reached after 45 min. We attributed this to the highly
porous nature of the ABNP and theorize that the initial changes in volume were likely
sudden, but made insignificant contributions to reducing the hydraulic permeability;
however, as the scaffold approached volumetric equilibrium, intermolecular resistance
could have slowed compaction. Furthermore, at this highly compacted state, changes in
ECM density may have had a pronounced effect on the hydraulic permeability. This
could explain the preliminary responsiveness of the ABNP to volumetric changes without
proportional mechanical changes, as well as the terminal increases in DMA properties
with only minor changes in compaction. Additional contributions to the mechanical
properties could have been made by ethanol, a coagulant fixative used in a variety of
preservation protocols for microscopic imaging.22 Ethanol fixes tissue by altering the
solubility of dissolved proteins, causing them to precipitate and agglomerate; however,
this is an unlikely contributor since such fixation requires >50% ethanol.23
After evaluating compaction in isolation, we incorporated it into a crosslinking
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treatment for the ABNP scaffolds. Compacted and crosslinked ABNP showed significant
increases the DMA properties, comparable values to the bNP control, and a tendency to
be marginally higher than other crosslinked groups (Figure 2.6). We also observed that
the mechanical measures of our compacted and crosslinked samples bore similarities to
human values reported by Freeman et al., who showed the human NP to possess
respective storage and loss moduli of 25–125 kPa and 10–47 kPa, in comparison to 10-36
kPa and 9-15 kPa seen in our samples.24
For FSU kinematic testing (Figure. 2.9; Supplement A-2.2 and A-2.3), we
observed that repair with compacted and crosslinked ABNP rather than unaltered ABNP
resulted in beneficial changes to multiple creep parameters, including a decreased creep
displacement, a decreased short-term viscous damping coefficient, an increased longterm elastic damping coefficient, and an increased long-term damping coefficient. These
observations could be attributed to the physical changes in the scaffold following
compaction and crosslinking. We suspect that ABNP porosity significantly increases
during decellularization due to prolonged free-swelling and leaching of GAGs out of the
scaffold, as has been observed in other methods and situations.1,25,26 GAGs are known
impart biphasic mechanical properties to the NP by contributing to a high ECM density
and providing the requisite fixed negative charges for osmotic swelling.27,28 In agreement
with this, GAG-removal and free-swelling have been respectively demonstrated by Perie
et al. to significantly alter the NPs GAG content, hydration, and biphasic mechanical
properties.1 Building on this, we can infer that crosslinking the ABNP in a compacted
state could rectify the effects of free-swelling and GAG-leaching by increasing the matrix
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density and reducing the space occupied by the fixed charges in the ABNP. This could
explain the improvements seen in the ABNP’s FSU repair efficacy, particularly since we
observed changes viscous damping coefficients, which are partially governed in biphasic
tissues by matrix permeability and fixed charge density.29 Critically, the improved
mechanical properties resulting from compaction and crosslinking did not have
detrimental side-effects on scaffold cytotoxicity, as evidenced by comparable cellular
activity throughout and viable cells up to 10 days post-seeding (Figure 2.10).
The biologic origin of our acellular scaffold makes it susceptible to proteases
known to be active in IDD;13 as an orthopaedic implant, the ABNP must be able to
tolerate this catabolic environment while maintaining its mechanical functionality in vivo.
Thus, compacted and crosslinked samples underwent DMA before and after exposure to
an accelerated-degradation model mediated by recombinant human ADAMTS-5 (Figure
2.7) or recombinant human MMP-13 (Figure 2.8). We observed that EtOHsupplemented groups tended to resist degradation, which was demonstrated by
maintained DMA parameters following degradation and lower mass loss. This is in
contrast to the bNP and ABNP samples, whose stiffness, storage modulus, and loss
modulus were reduced by 2-12 fold, and whose mass loss was significantly higher than
that of any crosslinked group. Our findings were mirrored those of Perie et al., who
showed that swollen bovine NP subjected to digestion with proteolytic enzymes exhibited
an approximate 10-fold decrease in compressive modulus.1 Herein, we have
demonstrated the ability to protect the native bovine NP ECM present in our scaffolds via
ethanol-supplemented crosslinking.
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2.5 Limitations
The research herein was performed with certain limitation. Introducing
compaction into our crosslinking treatment likely induced changes in the biphasic
properties of our constructs, which we quantified via dynamic mechanical analyses.
Confined compression could provide a more direct evaluation of these changes and has
been well described in the literature for NP tissue.30–33 The bovine FSU kinematic testing
used for evaluation has some limitations. Differences between human and bovine IVDs
may impact the translatability of the trends observed in the data; however, these
discrepancies should be minimal as bovine IVDs have been shown to have similarities to
human lumbar IVDs in terms of geometry, swell pressure, and resting stress.1
Additionally, the complex loading regimen was selected to mimic physiological loading
in the human spine, including approximating human lumbar loads, pre-conditioning with
a creep period, and using a loading rate of 0.1 Hz.34,35 Another limitation is our
implementation of the enzymes used for degradation, which was based on the
concentrations thought to occur in a degenerative environment rather than their activity
levels.13 With batch-to-batch variations in enzyme activities, it is possible that our
simulated degradation could have over- or under-estimated that seen in vivo; however,
patient-to-patient variability could result in similar discrepancies, and, since all samples
received uniform treatment, the relative changes remain valid. An explanation and
limitation for the decreasing cell metabolism observed in all samples could be the high
passage number of our initial seeding population (passage 6), which has been shown to
induce detrimental alterations to stem cell differentiation and senescence.36,37 However,
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by seeding scaffolds from the same pool of cells, normalizing metabolic activity to day 1
values, and using the starting material (ABNP) as the control, this limitation was
minimized.

2.6 Conclusions and Future Work
Herein, we demonstrated that incorporating ethanol as a crosslinking co-solvent
for our ABNP implant enhanced its dynamic mechanical properties and resistance to
enzymatic degradation without altering the scaffold’s innate cytocompatibility.
Furthermore, we attributed ethanol’s effects to its induction of volumetric compaction of
the scaffold and improved crosslinking efficiency. Future mechanical testing - confined
compression in particular - must be performed to further verify these effects, and whether
they have long-term ramifications on seeded stem cells. Furthermore, additional
modification of the compacted and crosslinked ABNP could be performed to further
enhance its bio-fidelity and mechanical properties.
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CHAPTER THREE
REGENERATIVE CAPACITY OF A DECELLULARIZED NUCLEUS PULPOSUS
SCAFFOLD FOLLOWING COMPACTION AND CROSSLINKING
3.1 Introduction
Regenerative biomaterials for IVD repair must provide adequate structural
support while also synergistically interacting with the host’s physiology to provide a
means of regeneration. Although synthetic implants may restore disc height and
provisionally alleviate symptoms, long-term success of these materials is hindered by
their lack of integration into the proximal tissue,1 their inability to be remodeled by
endogenous or seeded cells, and the mechanical mismatch compared to the native
tissue.1–3 This can lead to fatigue failure of the implant, the production of inflammatory
wear debris, and collateral pathologies arising from aberrant spine biomechanics.4
Durable scaffolds formed using decellularization are a promising alternative that could
overcome these shortcomings.
Decellularized cartilaginous scaffolds have been shown to be adept at interacting
with cells because they possess similar micro-architecture, mechanical properties, extracellular matrix (ECM) composition, and soluble signals.5 Previous work has shown the
reciprocal effects of seeding stem cells onto cartilaginous scaffolds (Figure 3.1); stem
cells seeded on decellularized nucleus pulposus (NP) began adopting an NP cell (NPC)
phenotype, and cell-mediated remodeling of the scaffold was observed through
improvements in matrix composition and mechanical properties.6 Moreover, utilizing
scaffolds as a vehicle for therapeutic stem cells has shown promise for IVD repair, since
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Figure 3.1. Synergistic Remodeling Paradigm. Synergistic effects may occur following stem cell seeding
on decellularized scaffolds. Previous work has shown stem cells seeded on decellularized cartilaginous
scaffolds maintained cell viability, proliferated, and exhibited upregulation in NP-associated genes.
Additionally, these cells improved the mechanical properties of the matrix and deposited new extra-cellular
matrix. a)Illien-Jünger, J Orthop Res, 34: 876–888(2016). b)Mercuri, Tissue Eng Part A, 19: 952–
966(2013). c)Yang, Mol Ther, 17: 1959–1966(2009).

stem cells may have protective effect on endogenous NPCs and may cease the
progression of IDD7,8
We previously described a method to decellularize bovine caudal NP to form
acellular bovine NP (ABNP),9 which we fortified using ethanol-mediated compaction
and carbodiimide crosslinking.10 Compacted/crosslinked ABNP (ccABNP) showed
significant improvements in mechanical properties, resisted enzymatic degradation, and
maintained seeded stem cells up to 10 days in vitro (Figure 3.2). To further characterize
the regenerative capacity of the ABNP and ccABNP, there was a need to evaluate the
effects of stem cell seeding on key outcomes measures over a longer culture duration.
The goals of the research herein were to determine the ability of the scaffolds to support
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Figure 3.2. Preliminary Data for the ABNP and ccABNP. Decellularizing bovine NP (bNP) to form
acellular bovine NP (ABNP) significantly reduced its dynamic mechanical properties (A); however,
compacted and crosslinked ABNP (ccABNP) showed significant improvements in these parameters.
Additionally, mass loss due to enzymatic degradation (B) was significantly reduced for the ccABNP.
Critically, compaction/crosslinking had no negative impact on its cytocompatibility as measured by alamar
blue metabolism (C) or Live/Dead fluorescent staining (D; Scale Bar = 2mm; Green: Live; Red: Dead).
Significance defined as p<0.05. ND: None Detected.

stem cells over 30 days in vitro and to evaluate the effects of cell seeding on cell
metabolism and the dynamic mechanical properties of the scaffolds.

3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Scaffold Preparation and Seeding
NPs from caudal discs (CC1/2-CC3/4) of bovine tails (Publix, Lakeland, FL)
were decellularized, followed by ethanol-mediated compaction and crosslinking as we
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described in prior publications.9,10 Briefly, fascia was first excised from bovine tails
(Publix, Lakeland, FL), and then IVDs were dissected from adjacent vertebrae. The NP
was isolated from the IVD using an 8mm biopsy punch and immersed in a
decellularization solution containing 1.2% Triton X-100, 0.2% EDTA, 0.02% sodium
azide, and 50 mM Tris with a pH of 7.5. After a >30 min free-swell period in
decellularization solution, samples were bisected and then sonicated in the same solution
for 10 min at 40 kHz before being agitated at 150 RPM at ambient temperature.
Decellularization solution was replenished and samples were re-sonicated every 24 hrs
for a total of 72 hours of decellularization. Samples were subsequently incubated for 48
hr at 37°C in nuclease solution consisting of 720 mU/mL DNase and RNase in PBS (7.5
pH) containing 5mM magnesium chloride. This was shown to produce scaffolds devoid
of intact nuclei with significantly reduced DNA content that maintained adequate
scaffold composition.9 These acellular bovine NP (ABNP) were compacted and
crosslinked as we described previously.10 ABNP were immersed in 28% ethanol buffered
with 50 mM 2-(N-Morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES: Merck Millipore, Burlington,
MA) at 5.5 pH for 120 min to compact the scaffolds. Crosslinking was subsequently
performed for 4 hr by the addition of 30 mM EDC (Fisher Scientific) and 6 mM NHS
(Alfa Aesar, Haverhill, MA).
In preparation for mechanical testing, scaffolds were snap-frozen, trimmed into
cylinders, and thawed in saline. In preparation for seeding, ABNP and
compacted/crosslinked ABNP (ccABNP) were sterilized in 0.1% Peracetic Acid (SigmaAldrich, St. Louis, MO) in 1x phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 2 hr, and then
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neutralized in 50% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Atlanta Biologicals, Flowery Branch, GA)
and Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM, 1g/L glucose; VWR, Radnor, PA)
overnight prior to culture. Passage 3 human adipose-derived stem cells (hADSCs; Fisher
Scientific) were used for all scaffold seeding. Each scaffold received 1x106 hADSCs in
150µL of culture media distributed via multiple injections using a 29G needle. After a
3hr attachment period, scaffolds were cultured (37°C, 5% CO2) in DMEM supplemented
with 10% FBS, 1% anti-biotic/-mycotic (Fisher Scientific), and 4mM L-Glutamine
(VWR). Seeding efficiency was determined by pooling the culture media aspirates of
seeded ABNP and ccABNP scaffolds (n=5/group) 24 hr after initial seeding and counting
aspirated cells using an automated cell counter (Bio-Rad TC20; Hercules, CA) with
Trypan Blue dye. Seeding efficiency is expressed as a percentage of adhered cells (Total
Seeded minus Aspirated Cells). Non-seeded control scaffolds were cultured in parallel to
serve as negative controls for dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and cell metabolism
assays.

3.2.2 Cell Viability and Metabolic Activity
Cell viability was determined at 1, 10, 20, and 30 days post-seeding using a
Live/Dead fluorescent assay (Biotium, Fremont, CA) according to manufacturer’s
instructions, with data expressed as the percent of viable cells. Imaging was performed
using an Axio Vert.A1 microscope with AxioVision SE64 Rel. 4.9.1 software (Zeiss, San
Diego, CA). Cell metabolic activity was quantified longitudinally using Alamar Blue
absorbance (Fisher Scientific). Cell metabolism of seeded scaffolds
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(n≥3/group/timepoint) was measured at day 1 and at 5-day intervals thereafter.
Absorbances were normalized to non-seeded scaffolds cultured in parallel, and relative
metabolic activity was expressed as a proportion of day 1 values for respective scaffolds.

3.2.3 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
To evaluate the mechanical changes, scaffolds (n=3-6/group/timepoint)
underwent DMA at days 1, 10, 20, and 30 using a Bose Electroforce 3200 (TA
Instruments, New Castle, DE) equipped with a saline bath at ambient temperature. Prior
to testing, samples were kept frozen at -80°C until testing. Immediately prior to testing,
scaffolds were trimmed into Ø4 mm cylinders and thawed in PBS containing protease
inhibitors. Samples were subjected to ~15 cycles of 0-8% compressive strain at 0.01 hz,
0.1 hz, and 1 hz with a 500 sec equilibration at 0% strain prior to each waveform.
Stiffness (K*), complex modulus (E*), storage modulus (E’), loss modulus (E”), and
phase angle (δ) were quantified using Wintest7 DMA Analysis Software. (TA
Instruments) Of note, complex modulus, storage modulus, loss modulus, and phase angle
are inter-related parameters (Appendix C: Supplement C-3.1)

3.2.4 Statistics
Cell viability data were analyzed using a Kruskal-Wallis analysis with Dunn’s
multiple comparisons test. Cell metabolic activity data were analyzed using a two-factor
ANOVA (Time Post-Seeding vs Scaffold Group) with Šídák correction for multiple
comparisons. Statistical comparisons for cell viability and cell metabolism were
performed with respect to Day 1 values within respective scaffold groups. DMA results
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were analyzed using a two-factor ANOVA (Post-Seeding Time vs Scaffold Group) with
Šídák correction for multiple comparisons. Statistical comparisons were performed
within each parameter and frequency to compare the effects of cell seeding ((-)ABNP vs.
(+)ABNP; (-)ccABNP vs. (+)ccABNP) and scaffold treatment ((+) ABNP vs.
(+)ccABNP). All data were expressed as mean ± SEM, with significance defined as p <
0.05. Error bars are omitted where the height of the bars was less that the height of the
symbol.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Seeding Efficiency, Cell Viability, and Metabolic Activity
To determine seeding efficiency for seeded scaffolds, unattached cells in scaffold
culture media aspirates were counted 24 hr following seeding. Due to the low cell
numbers observed, samples were pooled within each group and counted, giving a seeding
efficiency of 93.7% and 96.9% for the ABNP and ccABNP, respectively. Cell viability
(Figure 3.3A) determined from Live/Dead fluorescent staining showed no statistically
significant changes in viability compared to Day 1 values throughout the study. ABNP
viability was 96.1 ± 3.4%, 98.8 ± 1.2%, 75.6 ± 11.4%, and 94.8 ± 0.9% at days 1, 10, 20,
and 30, while ccABNP was marginally lower than the ABNP with 90.4 ± 2.2% and 92.5
± 2.9% at days 1 and 10, but was higher thereafter at 84.8 ± 6.1% and 97.5 ± 1.3% at
days 20 and 30. In contrast, cell metabolism demonstrated multiple significant trends
(Figure 3.3B). Results from the ANOVA indicated that time post-seeding and scaffold
material made significant contributions to the relative metabolic activity (p<0.0001), with
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Figure 3.3. Cell Viability and Metabolic Activity. (A) Cell viability showed no significant difference for
either group at any timepoint. A marginal decrease was observed at day 20, but mean viability was maintained
above 75%. (B) Cell metabolic activity gradually increased up to day 15, followed by a dramatic drop which
was maintained for the remainder of the culture. Despite this decrease, substantial populations of cells were
observed at each timepoint via Live/Dead fluorescent staining (C-F). DPS: Days Post-Seeding
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a significant interaction effect (p=0.0022). Statistical comparisons showed a significant
increase in the relative metabolic activity of the ABNP to 2.287 ± 0.23 (p=0.0456) at day
10, which was subsequently reduced to nearly zero after day 15. Similarly, the ccABNP
showed a significant increase in relative metabolic activity to 3.276 ± 0.233 (p<0.0001) at
day 10; however, this activity further increased to 4.97 ± 0.464 (p<0.0001) at day 15
before diminishing at days 20, 25, and 30 to 0.885 ± 0.193, 0.391 ± 0.222, and 1.373 ±
0.196, respectively. Despite the decrease in metabolic activity, macroscopic fluorescent
images of seeded scaffolds showed substantial populations of cells throughout the course
of the study (Figure 3.3C-F).

3.3.2 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
Seeding cells on the ABNP and ccABNP had pronounced changes on DMA
parameters across all frequencies. (Figure 3.4) Tabulated results (Appendix A:
Supplement A-3.1 to A-3.5), ANOVA tables, and p-values for statistical comparisons
(Appendix B: Supplement B-2.13 to B-2.20) can be found in the appendices.
Significant differences were seen between seeded and non-seeded ABNP for stiffness,
storage modulus, and loss modulus at day 10. This significance was maintained at days
20 and 30 for scaffolds stiffness, while storage and loss moduli were intermittently
maintained – predominantly at 0.1 and 1 hz. No significant changes in phase angle were
observed for the ABNP. For the ccABNP, significant differences were observed at day 20
across all frequencies for stiffness, storage modulus, and loss modulus. These
improvements were still seen at day 30 for stiffness at all frequencies, storage modulus at
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Figure 3.4. DMA Parameters after Various Culture Times. ABNP and ccABNP scaffolds were either
seeded (+) or non-seeded(-) and cultured for the indicated duration prior to DMA testing.
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0.1 and 1 hz, and loss modulus at 0.01 hz. Additionally, phase angle was significantly
lower at day 30 for 1 hz.
Significant differences were also found between DMA parameters of seeded
ABNP vs seeded ccABNP. ANOVA results ((Appendix B: Supplement B-2.13 to B2.20) indicated that scaffold material significantly contributed to the observed variability
in all parameters and frequencies except for phase angle at 1 hz. Moreover, a significant
interaction (Time X Material) was observed for stiffness and loss modulus at all
frequencies and for storage modulus at 0.1 and 1 hz. Statistical comparisons showed
significant differences between seeded ABNP and seeded ccABNP at days 20 and 30 for
stiffness, storage modulus, and loss modulus at all frequencies, as well as phase angle at
day 1.

3.4 Discussion
The objective of this research was to determine the in vitro regenerative potential
of the ABNP before and after ethanol-mediated compaction and crosslinking. In pursuit
of this, we seeded hADSCs on ABNP and ccABNP scaffolds and quantified cell
viability, cell metabolic activity, and scaffold dynamic mechanical properties. Based on
these outcome measures, we observed significant trends indicating that both of these
materials exhibit regenerative potential; however, the ccABNP displayed significant
improvements compared to the ABNP for cell metabolism and DMA. These data suggest
that compacting and crosslinking the ABNP significantly improves its regenerative
potential and demonstrate its promise as a future regenerative implant.
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To allow for cell-mediated remodeling and support stem cell delivery,
regenerative biomaterials should ideally support cell seeding and show minimal
cytotoxicity. To evaluate these characteristics in these materials, live/dead fluorescent
staining for cell viability and alamar blue assay for cell metabolism were performed. For
both materials, mean cell viability (Figure 3.3A) was maintained at >75% throughout the
study, although a non-significant decrease in viability was observed at day 20 for all
materials. Previous work by Fernendez et al. with the ABNP showed that the viability of
human amnion-derived stem cells seeded on the ABNP was maintained above 87% over
14 days in vitro.9 Although this is marginally higher than the values we observed over 30
days of culture, over a truncated duration that more closely matches this prior study, our
values approach agreement (>96% for the ABNP and >90% for the ccABNP).
In contrast to cell viability, alamar blue metabolism (Figure 3.3B) showed
dramatic changes over the course of the study. For both materials, progressive increases
in metabolic activity were initially observed until reaching peak activity at day 10-15.
After peaking, a drastic decrease in metabolism was seen, which coincided with the
marginal decrease in cell viability at day 20. The diminished metabolic activity was
maintained for the remainder of the study for both materials. Despite this depreciation,
large populations of viable cells were observed via live/dead fluorescent staining for both
scaffolds. (Figure 3.3C-F) A potential explanation for this is that cells initially grew
rapidly on the scaffold materials until reaching confluence at day 10-15, concurring with
peak metabolic activity. Thereafter, contact inhibition, which has been shown to halt
proliferation independently of cellular senescence,12 could have reduced the metabolic
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activity of extant cells and prevented increases in metabolism driven by proliferation.13,14
Similar effects are seen in routine cell culture, where over-confluency of tissue culture
flasks may induce decreased cell activity, senescence, cell death, and a lagging growth
phase.15 Moreover, rates of cellular metabolism are known to be influenced by
availability of nutrients and metabolite accumulation.16,17 The metabolic demands of
newly seeded scaffolds vs fully-confluent scaffolds would like be drastically different,
altering nutrient availability, waste accumulation rates, and leading to the observed
differences in metabolisms.
Although a lowered metabolic activity has negative implications in many
contexts, previous work has cautioned against placing high metabolic demands on the
IVD.18,19 As the largest avascular structure in the body, nutrient exchange and waste
elimination are precarious, as these must occur through diffusion via the cartilaginous
endplates.18,20 This low nutrient environment is thought to limit the cellular carrying
capacity of the IVD and contribute to its sparse cellularity. Consequently, delivery of
metabolically demanding therapeutics, such as stimulatory growth factors or highmetabolism stem cells, may strain the nutrient balance of the IVD and worsen
degeneration. Additionally, stem cells could be undergoing differentiation towards an NP
cell-like phenotype. NPCs are known to exhibit significantly lower metabolism than other
cells of the body as an adaptation to the lower nutrient environment of the IVD, favoring
glycolysis and lactic acid metabolism over oxidative phosphorylation;18,21 however, this
would need to be confirmed using other methods. Collectively, these data support that the
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ABNP and ccABNP support cell seeding and suggest that beneficial alterations to cellular
metabolism may be induced.
In addition to supporting cell seeding, these materials must possess appropriate
mechanical properties reminiscent of the target tissue if IVD function is to be restored.
Moreover, the materials should synergistically interact the seeded cells to improve the
overall mechanical properties of the scaffolds. DMA testing showed that all parameters
were significantly increased after compacting and crosslinking the ABNP without any
cell seeding, with values in agreement with our prior publications.10 Crucially, the ABNP
and ccABNP showed significant improvements in multiple DMA parameters over the
course of the study, indicating that both material possess regenerative potential.
Interestingly, the ccABNP showed 2-3x improvements in parameters after 30 days of
culture. Of note, these DMA parameters showed substantial overlap with DMA
parameters reported for human NP (Table 3.1; Figure 3.5) be Freeman et al. who used a
similar testing modality.11 Thus, cell seeding significantly improved ABNP and ccABNP
DMA parameters over the 30 day study to the extent that the ccABNP at day 30 showed
remarkable mechanical similarities to the native human NP.
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δ

Figure 3.5. Comparison of DMA Parameters at 1Hz. Storage modulus (E’), loss modulus (E”), and phase
angle (δ) for ABNP and ccABNP scaffolds that were cultured for 30 days with cells (+) or without cells (-).
Ranges of human values are indicated by dashed lines. Human NP ranges are estimates of the interquartile
range reported by Freeman et al.18

Table 3.1. Comparison of ccABNP at 30 days post-seeding and Human NP DMA Parameters. Ranges
of human values are estimates of the interquartile range reported by Freeman et al.18

Test
Freq
(Hz)

Storage Modulus - E'(kPa)

Loss Modulus - E''(kPa)

E'/E''

ccABNP
(+30 DPS)

Human
*NP*

ccABNP
(+30 DPS)

Human
*NP*

ccABNP
(+30 DPS)

Human
*NP*

0.01

28.06 ± 12.04

25-80

16.41 ± 5.71

5-25

1.55 ± 0.18

2.5-5.5

0.1

44.90 ± 15.97

37-100

15.64 ± 3.58

12-28

2.63 ± 0.39

2.0-4.0

1

61.12 ± 20.06

49-125

16.63 ± 3.75

20-37

3.46 ± 0.42

1.5-5.0

*Estimates from Freeman et al. 2013
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3.5 Limitations
This research was performed with certain limitations. To determine cell viability
on our seeded scaffolds, live/dead fluorescent imaging was performed on our 3D matrices
using epifluorescent microscopy. This could impact the accuracy of cell viability readings
due to varying depths of plane arising from scaffold topography; however, we attempted
to mitigate this by evaluating multiple (2-3) regions of interest on each scaffold prior to
calculating the percent cell viability. An additional limitation was our use of cell
metabolism to evaluate changes in cell disposition. Multiple changes in cell metabolism
were observed over the course of the study. While these data generally support the
cytocompatibility and regenerative potential of the scaffolds, a more thorough
investigation of cell phenotype and differential gene expression is merited. Another
limitation was our use of DMA testing to measure changes in scaffold mechanical
properties. Confined compression testing has been widely reported in the literature as a
more representative testing condition for the NP due to in situ confinement of this tissue
by the adjacent AF and CEP.22–24 Furthermore, this method could directly quantify the
effects of compaction and crosslinking on the ABNP’s hydraulic permeability, which is
likely to be impacted by changes in scaffold volume.

3.6 Conclusions and Future Work
In conclusion, these data support the proposition that the ABNP and ccABNP
exhibit regenerative potential. These scaffolds were able to support stem cells up to 30
day in vitro, over which time they demonstrated promising trends in cell metabolism and
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significant improvements in DMA properties. Future work will further probe the
relationship between the scaffolds and cells; particularly, evaluating matrix remodeling
via histology and matrix composition analysis, and quantifying changes in stem cell gene
expression.
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CHAPTER FOUR
The research described in this chapter was submitted for review in Acta Biomaterialia.
Ryan Borem, Joshua Walters, Allison Madeline, Lee Madeline, Sanjitpal Gill,
Jeremiah Easley, Jeremy Mercuri. “Characterizing a sheep model of chondroitinaseinduced intervertebral disc degeneration for use in assessing biomaterial scaffolds and
biologics for regeneration.” Acta Biomaterialia. In Review.
CHARACTERIZATION OF A SHEEP MODEL OF CHONDROITINASE-INDUCED
INTERVERTEBRAL DISC DEGENERATION
4.1 Introduction
Intervertebral disc (IVD) degeneration (IDD) initiates in the nucleus pulposus
(NP) and is marked by elevated levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines and matrixdegrading proteases, leading to structural and functional disruption of joint. Research
evaluating IDD interventions is underway, but such investigations require large animal
models to adequately vet potential therapies for safety and efficacy prior to clinical
translation. To ensure adequate representation of the human response, these animal
models must be characterized for their ability produce germane clinical, biochemical, and
biomechanical hallmarks of the human pathology. Selecting an appropriate model that
recapitulates these salient characteristics has been controversial for IVD research, with
investigators reportedly relying on non-empirical factors to select model species and
methods of inducing degeneration.1 This has been critiqued as a substantial limitation of
current IVD research that may hamper its scientific impact. Thus, there is a need for
thoroughly characterized animal models of IDD alleviate this limitation.
Previous research has investigated chondroitinase-ABC (C-ABC) as a method of
inducing degeneration in large animal models.2–5 C-ABC is a chemonucleolytic enzyme
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that degrades aggrecan,6 a key extracellular matrix (ECM) component in the IVD whose
loss is strongly associated with IDD.7 Aggrecan is a proteoglycan comprising a linear
core protein of ~300kDa with up to 100 sidechains of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs)
radiating outward in a typified “bottle-brush” architecture.8 In the case of aggrecan, these
GAG sidechains are composed primarily of 40-50 subunit repeats of the disaccharide
chondroitin sulfate. These subunits carry fixed negative charges with corresponding
counterions, thereby producing an osmotic swelling pressure that maintains disc
hydration and resists compressive loads.9 By injecting C-ABC into the IVD, these GAG
sidechains undergo proteolytic degradation, thereby liberating the fixed negative charges,
impairing the tissue’s innate osmolality, and inducing a degenerative response. This has
led to its use in multiple animal models as an inducer of IDD.3,10–15
To address the need for well characterized animal models,1 we previously
performed a pilot study investigating C-ABC induced degeneration in an ovine model of
IDD.16 Briefly, C-ABC (1U) was administered via intradiscal injection into the L1/2,
L2/3, and L3/4 IVDs, and degeneration was assessed at 6- and 10-weeks via longitudinal
magnetic resonance (MR) imaging. After 6 weeks, degenerative samples showed
significant reductions in IVD heights (p=0.048) and MR imaging index (p=0.048), which
worsened at 10 weeks. Post-mortem, degenerate and controls IVDs were evaluated for
differences in interleukin-1β concentration, axial and torsional functional spinal unit
(FSU) kinematics, and histological microarchitecture. Degenerate IVDs demonstrated
significantly elevated concentrations of interleukin-1β (p=0.002). Additionally,
degenerative samples showed increased creep displacement (p=0.022) and compressive
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stiffness’s (p=0.007) concurrent with decreased long-term elastic (p=0.007) and viscous
dampening coefficients (p=0.002). Histological analysis of degenerative IVDs showed
changes in microarchitecture, including derangement of the nucleus pulposus and annulus
fibrosus tissue as well as cartilaginous end-plate irregularities.
This pilot study demonstrated that intradiscal injection of 1U C-ABC induced
significant and progressive degeneration of sheep lumbar IVDs over the time course
investigated, and the changes resembled the hallmarks of moderate to severe IDD in
humans. To further validate this model, we herein performed an additional study utilizing
a larger sample size and extended timeline (Figure 4.1) to evaluate the degenerative
changes in sheep lumbar IVDs following intradiscal injection of C-ABC.

4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Institutional Review Board (IRB) Approval
The study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of
Colorado State University (IACUC Protocol: 16-6891A). IVDs from five lumbar levels
of skeletally mature female sheep (Ovis Aries, Rambouillet ewes; 62-90 kg, 3+ years-ofage, K&S Livestock, Fort Collins, CO) were utilized in this study. Animals were grouphoused in an indoor/outdoor pen with access to a three-sided shelter and evaluated daily
by a veterinarian for signs of pain, behavior changes, and/or gait abnormalities for the
duration of the study.
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Figure 4.1. Animal study design overview and surgical approach. A) The sheep study was conducted
over 17 weeks beginning with radiographic and MR imaging of healthy IVDs followed by induction of
degeneration (Degen) at week 0 via intradiscal administration of 1U C-ABC. At 6- and 17-weeks, IVDs were
evaluated via radiographic and MR imaging, kinematic testing, histology, and biochemical assays. B)
Representative lateral fluoroscopic image illustrating image guided intradiscal injections of 1U C-ABC in
via 29-gauge needle. C) Representative T1-weighted MR image of an ovine vertebral body and adjacent IVD
demonstrating IVD (white solid arrows) and vertebral body height (red dotted arrows) measurements used
for calculating DHI. D) Representative image of potted FSU undergoing kinematic testing in a saline bath.
E) Representative composite histological image of an uninjured IVD stained with FAST: green /blue = NP,
red = AF, and yellow = vertebral bone.
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4.2.2 Surgical Procedure and Intradiscal Administration of C-ABC
All surgeries were performed by a board-certified veterinarian with extensive
large animal spine surgery experience (JE). Peri-operatively, a transdermal fentanyl patch
(150 mcg/hr/sheep) was applied to each animal for five days starting one day prior to
surgery. Twenty-four hours prior to surgery, five doses of procaine penicillin G (3
million units) and phenylbutazone (1 gram) was administered to each sheep. The animals
were induced with ketamine (2mg/kg IV) and midazolam (0.2mg/kg IV), and then,
intubated and maintained on 1.5-3% isoflurane in 100% oxygen throughout the surgical
procedure. Under anesthesia and using standard surgical preparation, IDD was induced
via percutaneous intradiscal injection of 1U of C-ABC (Amsbio, Cambridge, MA) in 200
µL of vehicle (sterile 0.1% bovine serum albumin in 1x PBS - Fisher Scientific,
Hampton, NH) into the L1/2, L2/3, L3/4 IVDs (hereafter referred to as “Degen” IVDs). Prior
to injection, IVD location and accurate needle placement were confirmed using lateral
and anterior-posterior fluoroscopy. The L4/5 and L5/6 IVDs served as both Vehicle and
Uninjured controls, respectively.
Post-operatively, sheep were monitored until ambulatory, and then returned to
standard housing conditions. Six weeks following C-ABC injection, microdiscectomy
was performed to simulate a surgical approach to the L2/3- and L3/4-disc spaces for
biomaterial implantation. NP and AF tissues were removed, and these disc levels were
repaired with ECM-derived, mimetic NP and AF scaffolds; however, the outcome
analyses for these IVDs are not reported herein as the focus of this manuscript was model
characterization. Seventeen weeks following C-ABC injection, animals were euthanized
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by intravenous barbiturate overdose (pentobarbitone sodium, 88mg/kg) in compliance
with the 2013 American Veterinary Medical Association guidelines. Immediately
following euthanasia, lumbar spines were harvested en bloc and shipped overnight on wet
ice to Clemson University for further analysis. Animal and IVD sample allocation are
summarized in Table 4.1.
4.2.3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging of IVDs
Sagittal MR imaging was performed immediately prior to intradiscal injection of
C-ABC (week 0 – baseline) and tracked longitudinally in four sheep at 6- and 17-weeks
post-injection to monitor changes in Degen, Vehicle, and Uninjured IVDs (n=4/group).
MR image scans were obtained using a 1.5 Tesla clinical imager (GE Signa). T2weighted, T1-weighted, and Short-T1 Inversion Recovery (STIR) MR imaging sequences
were performed on the lumbar spines. Sagittal images were constructed using a T2weighted fast spin-echo sequence using a spine array coil (time to repetition: 2782 ms;
time to echo: 101 ms; voxel size: 0.78 mm x 0.78 mm x 3.0 mm, with a 0 gap), a T1weighted fast spin-echo sequence using a spine array coil (time to repetition: 616 ms;
time to echo: 18 ms; voxel size: 0.78 mm x 0.78 mm x 3.0 mm, with a 0 gap), and a STIR
sequence using a spine array coil (time to repetition: 3500 ms; time to echo: 40 ms; voxel
size: 1.56 mm x 1.56 mm x 3.0 mm, with a 0 gap and inversion time of 150).
Semi-quantitative MR image analysis was performed as described by
Hoogendoorn et al.5 MR imaging index was calculated from T2-weighted images as the
product of the cross-sectional area and mean signal intensity of the encircled NP using
IMPAX 6.6.1.4024 (AGFA HealthCare N.V., Mortsel, Belgium) software. Consistent
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Table 4.1. Study sample allocation. Representative tables depicting (upper) sample sizes and treatments for
each animal, and (lower) animal and sample size allocation for each outcome measure.
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mid-sagittal IVD imaging was confirmed by ensuring the full cross-sectional of the spinal
cord was in view. MR imaging index is expressed as a percentage of week 0 (pre-C-ABC
injection) values for normalization. It should be noted that normalization of signal
intensity was not performed by comparing to the spinal cord, as has been described by
others, because it is a mobile structure that can present a variable Gibbs and pulsation
artifact. Thus, normalization to the respective MR imaging index at week 0 was deemed
most appropriate. Two researchers (R.B. and J.W.) quantified the MR imaging index for
each IVD. A board-certified neuroradiologist (L.M.) verified the quantitation and
performed a qualitative analysis of MR images using the classification scale described by
Pfirrmann et al.17

4.2.4 Radiographs of IVDs
IVD height index (DHI) of Degen, Vehicle, and Uninjured IVDs (n=4/group) was
measured from lateral radiographs (X-Rays) of four sheep in accordance with
Hoogendoorn et al. with minor modifications.5 IVD and vertebral body heights were each
quantified using three height measurements at ventral-dorsal quartiles using ImageJ
(NIH, Bethesda, MD). DHI was calculated as each IVD’s mean disc height divided by
the mean adjacent vertebrae height, with changes expressed as a percent of week 0 DHI.
Measurements were performed by two researchers (R.B. and J.W.) to evaluate the
interobserver reliability and were blindly confirmed by a board-certified neuroradiologist
(L.M.).
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4.2.5 Functional Spinal Unit Axial and Torsional Kinematics
Post-mortem, six lumbar spines were used for FSU (vertebrae-IVD-vertebrae)
kinematic testing. Degen, Vehicle, and Uninjured FSU’s with intact posterior elements
(n=6/group) were isolated from each spine and potted in urethane resin (Goldenwest
Manufacturing, Grass Valley, CA) for testing as described previously by our group, with
minor modification.18 Briefly, samples first underwent creep loading on a Bose
ElectroForce (model: 3220, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) equipped with a 100-lb.
load cell and a test chamber filled with 1xPBS/protease inhibitor at 25°C. Samples were
compressed to a mean amplitude level of 0.125 MPa and then underwent a 1-hr. creep
period at 0.50 MPa in compression, and then returned to a mean amplitude level of 0.125
MPa in compression prior to removal. Samples were then directly transferred to a
servohydraulic test frame (model: 8874, Instron, Norwood, MA) fitted with a 20kN load
cell, and a mean amplitude load of 0.125 MPa in compression was applied immediately.
FSU’s were then subjected to 35 cycles of axial compression (0.50 MPa) and tension
(0.25 MPa) at 0.1 Hz. Compression was then maintained at 0.50 MPa as samples
underwent 35 torsion cycles to ± 3°. Finally, samples underwent a slow-rate compressive
ramp (1 N/s) from 0.125 MPa to 0.50 MPa. A non-linear constitutive model was fit to the
creep data using GraphPad Prism 7 software (La Jolla, CA) to yield elastic (Ψ) and
viscous (𝜂) damping coefficients for the short-term (𝜂1 and Ψ1 ) and long-term (𝜂2 and
Ψ2 ), as described previously.19 Tensile and compressive stiffness was determined using a
linear fit of the loading force-displacement curve from 60-100% of the 35th cycle.
Torsional stiffness was calculated from a linear fit of the loading torque-rotation curve of
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the 35th cycle. Torque range and axial range of motion (RoM) was calculated as the
peak-to-peak torque and displacement, respectively. The constant-rate slow-ramp
compression stiffness was determined using a linear fit of the slow-ramp loaddisplacement response.

4.2.6 IVD Glycosaminoglycan and Hydroxyproline (GAG:HyPro) ECM Composition
AF and NP tissues were isolated from potted FSU’s following mechanical testing.
Tissues were immediately frozen at -80°C and lyophilized to determine dry weight.
Lyophilized samples were then digested in papain solution (100mM Na2PO4, 5mM NAcetyl-L-Cysteine, 5mM EDTA, 3.875 U/mL Papain (Sigma-Aldrich)) at 65°C
overnight. Digestate was then assayed for sulfated-GAG content using 1,9-DimethylMethylene Blue assay with a chondroitin sulfate standard (2.5-25 µg/mL; SigmaAldrich).20 To quantify collagen content, digestates were hydrolyzed for 1 hour at 121°C
and 15 psi in 6N HCl (Sigma-Aldrich). Hydrolyzed digestates then underwent
hydroxyproline assay as described by Cissell et al.,21 in conjunction with a
hydroxyproline standard curve (5-35µg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich). Collagen content was
inferred from hydroxyproline quantity using a hydroxyproline:collagen percentage of
13.5%.22 Sulfated-GAG and collagen content were respectively normalized to dry weight
and were additionally expressed as the ratio of sulfated-GAG to hydroxyproline
(GAG:HyPro).
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4.2.7 Macroscopic Evaluations and Histology of IVDs
Post-mortem, three lumber spines were evaluated for macroscopic and
histological changes. Degen, Vehicle, and Uninjured FSUs (n=3/group) were
disarticulated from each spine via bandsaw and fixed for 7 days in 10% neutral-buffered
formalin, followed by decalcification in 12% formic acid. Samples were cut into 3-mm
sagittal slices and images were captured for macroscopic evaluation by 3 blinded
observers (R.B., J.W., and J.M.) using the Thompson grading scale (Appendix A:
Supplement A-4.1, A-4.2, and A-4.3).23 These mid-sagittal slices were paraffinembedded, and then, 7µm sections were obtained. Staining was performed en masse and
in accordance with methods from Leung et al.24 Sections were rehydrated via ethanol
gradations and stained with 3% Alcian blue (pH 1.0) for 8 min., 0.1% safranin-O for 6
min., 0.25% tartrazine for 10 sec, 0.001% fast green for 4 min. Micrographs were
acquired using an Axio Vert.A1 microscope with AxioVision SE64 Rel. 4.9.1 software
(Zeiss, San Diego, CA). Composite images were stitched together using FIJI analysis
software.25,26 Composite IVD micrographs were scored using the IVD degeneration scale
described by Walter et al. with minor modification (Appendix A: Supplement A-4.4, A4.5, and A-4.6).27 Endplate Integrity, AF Morphology, AF/NP Demarcation, NP Matrix
Homogeneity, and NP Matrix Stain Intensity were each scored from 0 to 2 by two
blinded observers (RAB, JJM) and an unblinded observer (JDW). The mean score for
each category was summed to produce a semi-quantitative aggregate score.
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4.2.8 Statistical Analysis
Results are represented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) and
significance was defined as (p<0.050). Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad
Prism 7 software. Comparisons were performed using a one-way ANOVA with HolmSidak method for multiple comparisons (MR imaging Index, DHI, ELISA, ECM
Composition) or Dunnett’s post-hoc (FSU kinematics) analysis. Due to the high observed
variability, outlier analysis was performed on ECM composition data using the ROUT
method (Q = 1%).28 Pfirrmann scoring was evaluated via a Kruskal-Wallis test with
Dunn’s multiple comparisons. Inter-observer reliability of Thompson grades and Rutges
scores was evaluated using IBM Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS 24.0;
IBM, Armonk, NY). The Intra-class Correlation Coefficient (ICC) was calculated using a
two-way random model for absolute agreement as described by McGraw and Wong.29 An
ICC of 0.4-0.75 indicates good agreement, while >0.75 is considered excellent.30 Mean
Thompson and histological scores were compared between groups via one-tailed Mann
Whitney test.

4.3 Results
Eight of the ten animals tolerated the intradiscal C-ABC injection procedure,
recovered from anesthesia, and began weight-bearing and eating within one hour
postoperatively. One animal had difficulty standing after surgery, however, the animal
progressively improved and exhibited good mobility and no evidence of weakness. The
second animal demonstrated inappetence and isolated itself from the herd. MR imaging at
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Figure 4.2. Longitudinal MR image tracking of sheep lumbar IVDs. A) Graph depicting normalized MR
image index. B) Representative longitudinal T2-weighted MR images of a single sheep over the duration of
the 17-week study. (*) indicates a significant difference (p<0.05) between groups within the same time-point.
(#) indicates a significant difference (p<0.05) within the study group compared to the pre-op (week 0) timepoint.

6-weeks demonstrated a significant posterior IVD protrusion at L1/2 which was impinging
on the central canal. The animal was humanely euthanized and the IVD was sent for
histopathology cultures. Culture results indicated the absence of infection nor other
abnormal findings. Interim results for this animal were not included in the study.
4.3.1 Intradiscal C-ABC Injection Results in Significantly Reduced MR Imaging Index
To determine the effect of C-ABC injection on IVD hydration, MR imaging was
performed and accompanied by MR index calculations and Pfirrmann scoring of T2weighted images. Mean MR index values of Degen IVDs demonstrated significant
decreases over time, reaching 75.52 ± 22.79%; (p=0.075) and 67.65 ± 16.63%; (p=0.030)
of their week 0 values at 6- and 17-weeks post-injection, respectively (Figure 4.2).
Moreover, mean MR index values for Degen IVDs were significantly lower at 17 weeks
compared to Uninjured IVDs (104.28 ± 10.45%; p=0.033) at the same timepoint. No
significant differences in MR imaging index values were found comparing Uninjured and
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Vehicle control IVDs. Qualitatively, T2-weighted MR images illustrated a progressive
darkening in the NP-region of Degen IVDs (Figure 4.2). Of note, darkening in vertebral
bodies adjacent to Degen IVDs were also observed on MR images (Figure 4.2), which
conversely, were not evident in Uninjured and Vehicle IVDs. Degen IVDs also
demonstrated an increase in Pfirrmann grade indicating worsening degeneration at week
17 (1.25 ± 0.25); however, this was not significantly different compared to Uninjured (1
± 0) and Vehicle controls (1 ± 0) nor the IVDs respective week 0 values (1 ± 0).

4.3.2 C-ABC Injection Results in Significant Reductions in IVD Height
To determine the effect of C-ABC injection on IVD height, sagittal x-rays were
obtained and disc height index (DHI) was calculated. DHI values of Degen IVDs
significantly decreased over time, reaching 73.34 ± 5.74% (p=0.031) and 70.35 ± 4.16%
(p=0.009) of their week 0 values at week 6 and 17, respectively (Figure 4.3). These
values were also significantly lower compared to Uninjured IVD values at week 6 (96.17
± 4.04%; p<0.001) and week 17 (90.40 ± 1.34%; p<0.001), respectively. Uninjured IVDs
also illustrated a significant decrease in DHI at week 17 (p=0.009) compared to week 0
values. Of note, Vehicle IVDs also illustrated a significant decrease over time, reaching
83.84 ± 3.37% (p=0.028) and 81.01 ± 0.99% (p<0.001) of their week 0 values by weeks 6
and 17, respectively (Figure 4.3). Additionally, these values were significantly lower
compared to Uninjured IVD values at week 6 (96.17±4.04%; p=0.013).
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Figure 4.3. Longitudinal radiograph image tracking of sheep lumbar IVDs. A) Graph depicting disc
height index (DHI). B) Representative longitudinal radiographic images of a single sheep over the duration
of the 17-week study. (*) indicates a significant difference (p<0.05) between groups within the same timepoint. (#) indicates a significant difference (p<0.05) within the study group compared to the pre-op (week 0)
time-point.

4.3.3 C-ABC Injection Induces Significant Alterations in Spinal Unit Kinematics
To determine the effect of C-ABC injection on FSU function, axial and torsional
kinematic testing was performed. Kinematic creep loading (Figure 4.4) of Degen IVD
FSUs demonstrated a significantly (p=0.004) increased creep displacement (0.49 ± 0.04
mm) compared to Uninjured IVD FSUs (0.33 ± 0.03 mm, respectively) (Figure 4.4D).
Additionally, long-term elastic (Ψ2 : 537.40 ± 36.05 N/mm) and viscous (η2 : 1.33 ±
0.18 x106 Ns/mm) damping coefficients of Degen IVD FSUs were significantly
(p=0.016 and p=0.016, respectively) lower compared to Uninjured IVD FSUs
(Ψ2 : 766.75 ± 69.98

N
mm

and η2 : 2.07 ± 0.19x106

Ns
mm

, respectively) (Figure 4.4E&F).

No significant differences were noted in creep kinematic parameters between Uninjured
and Vehicle IVD FSUs.
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Figure 4.4. Kinematic testing of functional spinal units. A) Loading scheme for FSU testing depicting
creep, axial cyclic tension-compression, axial torsion, and slow constant-rate ramp compression testing. B)
Representative graph depicting the creep response of a sheep FSU and associated creep parameter measures.
Graphs depicting C) step and D) creep displacement, E) elastic and F) viscous damping coefficients, G) slow
ramp compressive stiffness, H) cyclic compressive and I) tensile stiffnesses, J) axial range of motion, K)
torsional stiffness, and L) torque range values of Uninjured, Vehicle and Degen sheep FSUs, respectively.
Solid lines connecting groups indicates significant difference (p≤0.050).
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Axial cyclic kinematic testing of Degen IVD FSUs demonstrated a significant
decrease in tensile stiffness (339.60 ± 58.46 N/mm; p=0.034) and a significant increase in
the axial range of motion (0.77 ± 0.07 mm; p=0.007) compared to Uninjured IVD FSUs
(584.71 ± 81.70 N/mm and 0.45 ± 0.06 mm, respectively) (Figure 4.4I&J). Compressive
stiffness values for Degen IVD FSUs (1372.60 ± 221.50 N/mm) and Vehicle (1347.10 ±
331.36 N/mm) IVDs were lower than Uninjured IVD FSUs (1933.70 ± 155.52 N/mm),
but these did not reach statistical significance (p=0.065 and p=0.055, respectively)
(Figure 4.4H). Torsional rotation of Degen IVD FSUs demonstrated a significant
decrease in torque range (15.68 ± 0.75 Nm; p= 0.001) and torsional stiffness (2.45 ± 0.12
Nm/°, p=0.021) compared to Uninjured IVD FSUs (19.57 ± 0.41 Nm and 2.78 ± 0.03
Nm/°, respectively) (Figure 4.4K&L). No significant changes were observed between
any torsional kinematic parameters of the Uninjured and Vehicle IVD FSUs.

4.3.4 C-ABC Injection Decreases NP and AF GAG:HyPro Ratio
To determine the effect of C-ABC injection on NP and AF ECM composition,
changes in glycosaminoglycan and hydroxyproline (GAG:HyPro) content were
evaluated. The two-way ANOVA indicated animal variability (p=0.027), tissue
specificity (p<0.001), and animal-tissue interactions (p=0.022) contributed significantly
to the observed variability in the biochemical composition. A single outlier was found
and removed from the collagen content data (Degen-NP), and non-significant trends in
the GAG and collagen content from AF and NP tissues showed marginal increases in
collagen with concurrent decreases in GAG content (Figure 4.5). The ratio of
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Figure 4.5. Extracellular matrix composition of IVD tissues. Graphs illustrating A) GAG and B) collagen
content of AF and NP tissues isolated from Uninjured, Vehicle, ad Degen FSUs. Graph depicting C)
computed GAG : Hydroxyproline (HyPro) ratio. D) Tabulated ECM composition data expressed as mean ±
SEM. (*) indicates a significant difference (p≤0.050) between groups connected by horizontal bars.

GAG:HyPro was decreased in the AF region of Degen IVDs compared to Uninjured
IVDs; moreover, the GAG:HyPro ratio in the NP region of Degen IVDs was significantly
lower (6.75 ± 1.77) compared to Uninjured IVDs (16.52 ± 1.89; p=0.002) and Vehicle
IVDs (14.16 ± 1.97; p=0.014).

4.3.5 C-ABC Injection Induced Changes in IVD Morphology and Microarchitecture
To determine the effect of C-ABC injection on IVD structure and
microarchitecture, macroscopic images and FAST stained histological sections were
assessed via Thompson and Rutges grading, respectively (Figures 4.6 and 4.7).
Thompson grading of macroscopic images showed perfect agreement (ICC: 1.0;
Appendix A: Supplement A-4.3) and reflected significant degenerative changes in
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Figure 4.6. Morphological changes in IVDs. A) Representative macrographs and micrographs of
Uninjured, Vehicle and Degen IVDs from a single animal. B) Graph depicting Thompson grading of
macrographs prior to histological processing. C) Graph depicting Rutges scoring applied to FAST-stained
micrographs. Light Green: Outer AF; Dark Red: Inner AF; Teal: NP; Yellow: Vertebral Bone. Bars
connecting groups indicate significant differences (p≤0.050).

Degen IVDs. Uninjured and Vehicle IVDs had mean Thompson grades of 1.0 ± 0.0,
while Degen IVDs were significantly greater (4.0 ± 0.0) than Uninjured (p=0.014) and
Vehicle (p=0.014) IVDs (Figure 4.6B). Initial macroscopic evaluation of Uninjured and
Vehicle IVDs showed features indicative of healthy IVDs, such as turgid and white NPs,
crescent-shaped AF lamellae, and continuous CEPs with uniform thickness (Appendix
A: Supplement A-4.2). Degen IVDs had significant alterations to macroscopic features
compared to Uninjured and Vehicle IVDs. Macroscopically, the NP regions of Degen
IVDs exhibited a darkened and irregular matrix, and AF regions showed disorganization.
Critically, CEP integrity and uniformity were diminished, as evidenced by multiple
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Figure 4.7. Histological features of a representative set of FAST-stained micrographs. Representative
histological features from the NP, AF and CEP regions of Uninjured, Vehicle and Degen IVDs as well as
representative images depicting Schmorl’s nodes observed in Degen IVDs.

protrusions into the subchondral bone along the endplate. Following histologic sectioning
and staining, semi-quantification of histomorphological changes using the Rutges scale
showed excellent agreement (ICC: 0.94; Appendix A: Supplement A-4.6) among
observers. Uninjured and Vehicle IVDs received mean aggregate scores of 0.8 ± 0.5 and
1.1 ± 0.1, respectively.(Figure 4.6C) In contrast, the mean aggregate score for Degen
IVDs (9.6 ± 0.2) was significantly higher than Uninjured IVDs (p=0.025) and marginally
higher than Vehicle IVDs (p=0.072), indicating a higher degree of degeneration. NP
regions of Degen IVDs showed notable heterogeneity and diminished stain intensity,
while AF regions showed derangement of the multi-lamellar structure and inversion of
inner AF layers into the NP (Figure 4.7 - NP and - AF). Additionally, the distinction
between AF and NP was markedly reduced. The CEP was strikingly altered, with an
almost total lack of staining compared to Uninjured and Vehicle controls (Figure 4.7 -
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CEP). Additionally, CEP integrity was notably compromised, as numerous protrusions
into the subchondral bone were observed. Most prominently, Schmorl’s nodes
encroaching approximately 2-3 mm into the subchondral bone were observed, and bone
adjacent to these nodes appeared denser than that of control IVDs. (Figure 4.7 Schmorl’s Nodes)

4.4 Discussion
In this study, the morphological, mechanical, biochemical and histological
changes of C-ABC induced IDD was characterized in sheep lumbar IVDs, and it was
found that intradiscal injection of 1U of C-ABC produced progressive and severe
degeneration in vivo over 17 weeks. This was indicated by significant alterations in
clinical imaging characteristics of IVDs and adjacent vertebral bodies, FSU axial
kinematics, NP GAG:HyPro ratio, and IVD microarchitecture including derangement of
the NP and AF as well as formation of CEP irregularities.
C-ABC is a bacterial derived proteolytic enzyme with high specificity for
chondroitin sulfate; the primary constituent of aggrecan within the NP. Specifically, CABC has been previously evaluated for its therapeutic potential to degrade tissue
fragments impinging on nerves in patients with herniated IVDs.31 Thus, administration of
C-ABC initiates the targeted degradation of NP tissue, and the intradiscal administration
of C-ABC has been used as a method of initiating IDD in large animals for use as models
for studying pathological mechanisms and preclinical assessments of potential
therapeutics.2,4,5,15.
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Herein, clinical MR imaging of C-ABC injected sheep lumbar IVDs demonstrated
significant and progressive reductions in T2-weighted MR index values and signal
intensity within the NP region and adjacent vertebral bodies of C-ABC treated IVDs over
17 weeks. Clinically, T2-weighted imaging provides a hyperintense (e.g. bright) image in
hydrated tissues, including the IVD, which conversely appear dark on T1-weighted
images. Furthermore, the correlation between T2-weighted MR imaging parameters and
IVD water content has been established previously.32 Degenerate IVDs demonstrate
varying degrees of hypointensity (e.g. darkening or “black”) and reduced T2 relaxation
times indicative of reductions in water content. Similar findings have been observed by
others after intradiscal administration of 1U C-ABC in goat and sheep IVDs.2,4 However,
one notable difference between the current study and others was the observed
hypointense T2-weighted signal within vertebral bodies adjacent to Degen IVDs; which
was not specifically mentioned by others.2,4 Such changes have been observed clinically
in humans and often represent a spectrum of biological alterations within vertebral bodies
including fatty marrow changes, endplate sclerosis, trabecular fracture, or edema and
inflammation.33 In contrast to the MR index, no significant differences were observed in
the Pfirrmann scores; however, this may be due to limitations of the scoring system,
which only captures NP/AF features, and therefore, overlook the severe changes
observed in the vertebra and endplates. Moreover, morphological differences between
ellipsoid-shaped human discs and sliver-like sheep discs further complicate the scoring
process. Finally, IVD heights progressively decreased by approximately 29% at 17 weeks
in IVDs receiving C-ABC. Such findings are also observed clinically in patients with
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IDD indicating the inability of the degenerate IVD to support axial loads.34 Together, this
can lead to foraminal stenosis, nerve impingement, facet arthropathy, and pain. Similar to
our results, reductions in IVD heights of 19% - 40% have been observed by others at
approximately 12 weeks post-intradiscal injection of 1U C-ABC in sheep and goats.2,4,15
Accompanying desiccation and reductions in IVD height, axial and torsional
mechanics of sheep FSUs were also detrimentally impacted by C-ABC injection.
Significant increases in creep displacement and axial range of motion in conjunction with
decreases in short and long-term elastic damping coefficients, long-term viscous damping
coefficients, and compressive stiffness values were noted compared to Uninjured IVDs.
This has also been observed in degenerate human IVDs that exhibit increased range of
motion,35,36 depressurization of the NP,37,38 reduced NP modulus,39 and decreased late
creep responses.19 Furthermore, diminished early elastic creep responses have been noted
in nucleotomized sheep IVDs, which has been shown to be dependent upon the extent of
NP tissue removal.40 Finally, findings herein are in alignment with others demonstrating
that intradiscal administration of 1U C-ABC in goat IVDs resulted in the increased
neutral zone and creep displacements concomitant with reduced compressive modulus 12
weeks post-injection.2
Detrimental changes in AF and NP tissue biochemistry were also noted in C-ABC
treated IVDs. More specifically, the NP GAG:HyPro ratio of Degen IVDs were
significantly lower compared to Uninjured and Vehicle IVDs. Human NP tissue also
demonstrates a reduction in the GAG:HyPro ratio with increasing grades of degeneration,
which is approximately 27:1 in healthy IVDs compared to 5:1 in severely degenerate
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IVDs.41 Data herein suggest that NP GAG content decreases while its collagen content
increases relative to dry weight following C-ABC injection; thus, the IVD is becoming
more fibrotic. It is likely that these ECM changes represent a breakdown of aggregating
proteoglycan within the C-ABC injected IVDs, which would result in the subsequent loss
of osmotic potential and increased permeability.38,39,42,43 Together, these alterations have
been shown to contribute to the diminished ability of the IVD to effectively support
compressive loading, and therefore, leading to a reduction in IVD height and overall
mechanical dysfunction as observed herein.44–46
Finally, semi-quantitative and qualitative histological evaluations of Degen IVDs
demonstrated significant alterations in the NP, AF, and CEP disruptions as compared to
Vehicle and Uninjured IVDs. This was demonstrated by decreases in proteoglycan
staining intensity and disorganization of the NP, alterations in the lamellar architecture of
the AF, and the formation of Schmorl’s nodes (breaches of the NP into adjacent vertebral
bodies), respectively. Taken together, these histomorphological features are suggestive of
severe IDD and support the imaging, mechanical and biochemical findings herein. In
comparison, aged and degenerate human IVDs have been reported to display similar
histological changes including increases in mucoid degeneration, cleft formation and
fibrotic changes within the NP, loss of lamellar concavity, and increased presence of
radial tears and rim lesions in the AF, and in addition, thinning and loss of continuity of
the CEP and sclerosis of the vertebral body bone.47,48 Of note, histological evaluations of
the sheep IVDs herein clearly illustrated the penetration of NP tissue into clefts within the
CEP reminiscent of Schmorl’s nodes found in human IVDs. It is hypothesized that C-
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ABC degraded proteoglycan within the NP and CEP. In fact, herein CEP thickness was
found to be irregular upon both macroscopic and microscopic analyses. Moreover, the
formation of these Schmorl’s nodes could account for the hypointense signals observed
on MR imaging in adjacent vertebral bodies of C-ABC injured IVDs. The CEP normally
functions to prevent the NP from breaching the vertebral body and prohibits contact with
bone marrow and the immune system. This is important as extradiscal NP tissue has been
shown to be autoimmunogenic,49 and thus, the observed hypointense signal in our T2weighted MR likely represent edema and inflammation. However, further investigation is
needed to confirm this. Of note, CEP breaches were not observed in vehicle IVDs, which
further suggests that C-ABC induced initial CEP damage as opposed to creating
excessive pressurization of the IVD due to injection volume. In the context of human
lumbar IDD, the presence of Schmorl’s nodes have been shown to be correlated with
Modic changes and grade of degeneration in human IVDs.50,51 Furthermore, results
herein are also in agreement with other studies in which the loss of CEP structure and
protrusions of NP material into underlying bone led to vertebral bone remodeling as
observed following intradiscal administration of 1U C-ABC in goats.2
An interesting finding in this study is that in the absence of morphological
changes in Uninjured and Vehicle groups, significant reductions in DHI at 17 weeks were
observed. Moreover, Vehicle IVDs demonstrated kinematic parameters comparable to
Degen IVDs or intermediate values between Degen and Uninjured IVDs. This trend was
also observed for the collagen content and GAG:HyPro ratio in the NP of Vehicle IVDs.
A possible explanation for this is adjacent segment degeneration arising from multi-level
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disc degeneration induced in the L1/2, L2/3, and L3/4 IVD levels. Cheung et al. investigated
the prevalence and risk factors associated with multi-level (≥2) disc degeneration in a
cross-sectional cohort and suggested that the biomechanical deficiencies of degenerative
IVDs arising from altered biochemical and structural integrity may re-direct forces in the
spine to adjacent, non-degenerated disc levels.52 This compensatory redistribution of
spinal loads to non-degenerative IVDs could then contribute to contiguous multi-level
disc degeneration through overloading and aberrant kinematics. This mechanism could
explain the mild, graded degenerative trends in Vehicle and Uninjured groups, since
Degen IVDs demonstrated biomechanical deficiencies indicative of joint laxity and
diminished load-bearing capacity, including increased RoM and creep displacement with
a concurrent decrease in torque range, stiffness, and long-term creep parameters.

4.5 Limitations
As with any study, limitations were noted. First, each animal used in this study
had three consecutive IVDs injected with C-ABC, one of which was allowed to continue
to degenerate throughout the course of the 17-week study and was used to validate the
degenerative model as described herein. The other two were prepared to receive ECMderived scaffolds for NP and AF repair after six weeks post-C-ABC injection, and thus,
the presence of these implants could have influenced the degenerative cascade in the CABC treated IVDs. However, a preceding pilot study (n=3 sheep) wherein three
consecutive IVDs remained injured over the study time-course demonstrated similar
findings in those IVDs as reported herein for the Degen IVDs (Appendix A:
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Supplement A-4.7 and A-4.8). Thus, having implants present was not thought to impact
the degenerative process. Second, while an established T2-weighted MR imaging
modality was used to evaluate ECM degradation as a function of IVD hydration, it would
be advantageous to include a T1-ρ relaxation parameter, which may correlate more
strongly with changes in IVD GAG content and histology.12 Third, the location of IVDs
receiving C-ABC injection and those serving as controls were not randomized to account
for differences due to spine level. However, data from each IVD was normalized to its
respective week 0 (baseline) value to account for this. Finally, varying doses of C-ABC
were not evaluated, which has been shown by others to result in different degrees of
degeneration in sheep,2 and thus, further investigations using lower C-ABC
concentrations in the sheep model could result in milder and more moderate IDD.

4.6 Conclusions and Future Work
In conclusion, intradiscal administration of 1U C-ABC per lumbar IVD resulted
in many of the salient hallmarks observed in severe IDD of the human lumbar spine.
While the severity of degenerative changes observed in this model may preclude its use
from adequately assessing biologic repair strategies or nucleus replacement for earlystage degeneration, this model could be useful in evaluating total IVD replacements (e.g.
synthetic and tissue-engineered) or new approaches to spinal fusion therapeutics.
Future work should be performed to evaluate whether a dose-response relationship between
C-ABC and degeneration exists for ovine, as this has been reported in other species.2
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Appendix A
Supplementary Data

Supplement A-2.1. Functional spinal unit testing results normalized to intact controls.
Comparison between groups for A) compressive stiffness and tensile stiffness, B) slow
constant-rate slow ramp stiffness C) axial range of motion, D) neutral zone length, and
creep parameters E) elastic damping coefficients and F) viscous damping coefficients (i.e.
normalized to the intact IVD (dotted black line at y = 1) for each test). Axial biomechanical
parameters were partially or completely restored to Intact levels for the AFRP + ABNP
repair groups. # and & on graph indicates a significant difference (p < 0.05) compared to
the intact or discectomy groups, respectively.
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Rheological Model:
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Supplement A-2.2. Creep Parameters from Functional Spinal Unit Testing. Functional
spinal units were sequentially tested in four treatment groups: Uninjured, Nucleotomy,
ABNP-Repair, and cc-ABNP-Repair (Comp+EtOH/MES-treated ABNP). Creep curves
were analyzed as described in section 2.2.7 using the rheological model above. Values
represent mean ± standard error of the mean, with significant difference (p<0.05) between
groups for time constants denoted by black bars. Note: Significant differences for step
displacement, creep displacement, and damping coefficients may be found in Figure 2.10.
See Appendix B for tabulated p-values.
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Supplement A-2.3. Parameters for Tension-Compression Loading and Slow-Rate
Ramp Loading from Functional Spinal Unit Testing. Functional spinal units were
sequentially tested in four treatment groups: Uninjured, Nucleotomy, ABNP-Repair, and
cc-ABNP-Repair (Comp+EtOH/MES treated ABNP). Axial tension and compression
loading was analyzed as described in section 2.2.7. Values represent mean ± standard error
of the mean, with significant difference (p<0.05) between groups denoted by black bars.
See Appendix B for tabulated p-values.
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Treatment
Group
(-)ABNP
(+)ABNP
(-)ccABNP
(+)ccABNP

Treatment
Group
(-)ABNP
(+)ABNP
(-)ccABNP
(+)ccABNP

+1 Day
9.80 ± 1.76
10.55 ± 2.31
25.64 ± 9.19
46.03 ± 13.38

0.01 Hz
Stiffness - K*(mN/mm)
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days
6.33 ± 1.00
5.65 ± 1.36
5.75 ± 2.56
23.22 ± 1.70
23.06 ± 5.22
18.43 ± 1.64
26.78 ± 4.24
20.74 ± 3.09 57.84 ± 19.35
54.47 ± 12.66 213.71 ± 52.03 205.47 ± 65.25

+1 Day
14.33 ± 2.16
14.78 ± 3.23
45.74 ± 15.33
99.71 ± 26.01

0.1 Hz
Stiffness - K*(mN/mm)
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days
9.73 ± 1.88
8.74 ± 2.61
8.11 ± 3.62
32.11 ± 1.66
33.29 ± 7.61
27.13 ± 2.58
47.67 ± 7.33
37.38 ± 6.35 96.62 ± 27.41
99.03 ± 22.52 337.45 ± 63.84 305.37 ± 76.91

1 Hz
Treatment
Stiffness - K*(mN/mm)
Group
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days
(-)ABNP
19.88 ± 3.28
13.59 ± 2.91
11.89 ± 3.89
11.00 ± 5.11
(+)ABNP
19.48 ± 4.48
43.55 ± 2.00 48.17 ± 11.83 37.24 ± 3.22
(-)ccABNP 64.57 ± 20.01 66.78 ± 11.22 63.26 ± 15.09 157.81 ± 42.00
(+)ccABNP 150.68 ± 37.44 134.65 ± 29.71 483.16 ± 74.46 406.59 ± 91.94

Supplement A-3.1. Tabulated Scaffold Stiffness Determined by Dynamic Mechanical
Analysis at Respective Frequencies. Treatment groups indicate acellular bovine nucleus
pulposus (ABNP) vs compacted and crosslinked ABNP (ccABNP) that were either seeded
with stem cells (+) or cultured in parallel without stem cells (-). Sub-columns indicate
culture time in days. Values represent mean ± SEM.
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0.01 Hz
Complex Modulus - E*(kPa)
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days
1.04 ± 0.26
0.96 ± 0.12
1.04 ± 0.53
4.09 ± 0.42
2.29 ± 0.41
2.33 ± 0.43
4.69 ± 0.73
3.15 ± 0.62
10.18 ± 3.91
9.55 ± 2.63
27.07 ± 5.94 32.60 ± 13.25

Treatment
Group
(-)ABNP
(+)ABNP
(-)ccABNP
(+)ccABNP

+1 Day
1.46 ± 0.16
2.02 ± 0.44
4.47 ± 1.95
8.93 ± 2.56

Treatment
Group
(-)ABNP
(+)ABNP
(-)ccABNP
(+)ccABNP

0.1 Hz
Complex Modulus - E*(kPa)
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days
2.15 ± 0.13
1.53 ± 0.36
1.44 ± 0.22
1.47 ± 0.76
2.83 ± 0.62
5.65 ± 0.44
3.31 ± 0.64
3.44 ± 0.67
7.93 ± 3.32
8.29 ± 1.03
5.52 ± 0.96
16.75 ± 5.39
19.21 ± 4.89
16.99 ± 4.35
42.71 ± 6.85 47.69 ± 16.23

Treatment
Group
(-)ABNP
(+)ABNP
(-)ccABNP
(+)ccABNP

1 Hz
Complex Modulus - E*(kPa)
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days
2.97 ± 0.22
2.11 ± 0.53
1.93 ± 0.33
1.99 ± 1.07
3.73 ± 0.85
7.63 ± 0.46
4.78 ± 1.00
4.72 ± 0.87
11.11 ± 4.45
11.60 ± 1.61
9.20 ± 2.09
27.10 ± 7.95
29.19 ± 7.32
23.20 ± 5.89
61.23 ± 7.50 63.45 ± 20.31

Supplement A-3.2. Tabulated Complex Modulus Determined by Dynamic
Mechanical Analysis at Respective Frequencies. Treatment groups indicate acellular
bovine nucleus pulposus (ABNP) vs compacted and crosslinked ABNP (ccABNP) that
were either seeded with stem cells (+) or cultured in parallel without stem cells (-). Subcolumns indicate culture time in days. Values represent mean ± SEM.
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Treatment
Group
(-)ABNP
(+)ABNP
(-)ccABNP
(+)ccABNP

Treatment
Group
(-)ABNP
(+)ABNP
(-)ccABNP
(+)ccABNP

Treatment
Group
(-)ABNP
(+)ABNP
(-)ccABNP
(+)ccABNP

+1 Day
1.25 ± 0.16
1.75 ± 0.33
3.77 ± 1.63
7.01 ± 2.07

0.01 Hz
Storage Modulus - E'(kPa)
+10 Day
+20 Days
0.90 ± 0.24
0.85 ± 0.11
3.70 ± 0.42
2.00 ± 0.38
4.08 ± 0.64
2.85 ± 0.60
7.84 ± 2.23
23.31 ± 5.48

+30 Days
0.93 ± 0.49
2.06 ± 0.37
9.50 ± 3.79
28.06 ± 12.04

+1 Day
2.01 ± 0.10
2.68 ± 0.57
7.14 ± 3.08
16.00 ± 4.08

0.1 Hz
Storage Modulus - E'(kPa)
+10 Day
+20 Days
1.42 ± 0.34
1.34 ± 0.20
5.36 ± 0.44
3.10 ± 0.60
7.52 ± 0.95
4.67 ± 0.77
15.43 ± 4.08
38.79 ± 6.87

+30 Days
1.37 ± 0.72
3.22 ± 0.63
14.69 ± 5.07
44.90 ± 15.97

+1 Day
2.78 ± 0.18
3.55 ± 0.81
10.33 ± 4.25
26.48 ± 6.64

1 Hz
Storage Modulus - E'(kPa)
+10 Day
+20 Days
1.98 ± 0.50
1.80 ± 0.31
7.27 ± 0.47
4.45 ± 0.94
10.84 ± 1.39
8.26 ± 1.79
21.77 ± 5.64
57.09 ± 7.22

+30 Days
1.87 ± 1.01
4.43 ± 0.84
24.45 ± 7.25
61.12 ± 20.06

Supplement A-3.3. Tabulated Storage Modulus Determined by Dynamic Mechanical
Analysis at Respective Frequencies. Treatment groups indicate acellular bovine nucleus
pulposus (ABNP) vs compacted and crosslinked ABNP (ccABNP) that were either seeded
with stem cells (+) or cultured in parallel without stem cells (-). Sub-columns indicate
culture time in days. Values represent mean ± SEM.
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Treatment
Group
(-)ABNP
(+)ABNP
(-)ccABNP
(+)ccABNP

Treatment
Group
(-)ABNP
(+)ABNP
(-)ccABNP
(+)ccABNP

Treatment
Group
(-)ABNP
(+)ABNP
(-)ccABNP
(+)ccABNP

+1 Day
0.73 ± 0.13
1.00 ± 0.30
2.40 ± 1.08
5.47 ± 1.58

0.01 Hz
Loss Modulus - E''(kPa)
+10 Day
+20 Days
0.49 ± 0.14
0.43 ± 0.06
1.73 ± 0.12
1.10 ± 0.19
2.30 ± 0.37
1.31 ± 0.17
5.30 ± 1.57
13.48 ± 2.68

+30 Days
0.47 ± 0.21
1.07 ± 0.22
3.52 ± 1.11
16.41 ± 5.71

+1 Day
0.76 ± 0.10
0.91 ± 0.23
3.41 ± 1.27
10.44 ± 2.94

0.1 Hz
Loss Modulus - E''(kPa)
+10 Day
+20 Days
0.57 ± 0.12
0.52 ± 0.10
1.77 ± 0.08
1.15 ± 0.23
3.47 ± 0.52
2.85 ± 0.67
7.07 ± 1.55
17.49 ± 1.78

+30 Days
0.52 ± 0.25
1.16 ± 0.25
7.92 ± 2.00
15.64 ± 3.58

+1 Day
1.03 ± 0.16
1.14 ± 0.27
4.04 ± 1.37
12.20 ± 3.17

1 Hz
Loss Modulus - E''(kPa)
+10 Day
+20 Days
0.72 ± 0.18
0.69 ± 0.11
2.31 ± 0.08
1.74 ± 0.36
4.10 ± 0.88
3.99 ± 1.15
7.93 ± 1.76
21.84 ± 2.54

+30 Days
0.69 ± 0.34
1.57 ± 0.30
11.60 ± 3.30
16.63 ± 3.75

Supplement A-3.4. Tabulated Loss Modulus Determined by Dynamic Mechanical
Analysis at Respective Frequencies. Treatment groups indicate acellular bovine nucleus
pulposus (ABNP) vs compacted and crosslinked ABNP (ccABNP) that were either seeded
with stem cells (+) or cultured in parallel without stem cells (-). Sub-columns indicate
culture time in days. Values represent mean ± SEM.
.
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Treatment
Group
(-)ABNP
(+)ABNP
(-)ccABNP
(+)ccABNP

Treatment
Group
(-)ABNP
(+)ABNP
(-)ccABNP
(+)ccABNP

Treatment
Group
(-)ABNP
(+)ABNP
(-)ccABNP
(+)ccABNP

+1 Day
30.15 ± 5.49
28.11 ± 2.86
31.55 ± 1.23
38.04 ± 3.05

0.01 Hz
Phase Angle
+10 Day
29.77 ± 6.10
25.40 ± 1.30
29.40 ± 1.22
34.74 ± 5.03

(degrees)
+20 Days
26.84 ± 1.94
29.14 ± 2.40
26.07 ± 1.98
31.48 ± 2.77

+30 Days
29.59 ± 2.63
27.02 ± 1.67
22.39 ± 2.61
33.64 ± 3.44

+1 Day
20.54 ± 1.88
18.42 ± 1.13
27.79 ± 3.33
33.07 ± 3.02

0.1 Hz
Phase Angle
+10 Day
22.38 ± 2
18.43 ± 0.63
24.75 ± 2.26
25.12 ± 1.22

(degrees)
+20 Days
20.8 ± 1.24
20.55 ± 1.53
31.01 ± 3.38
25.75 ± 2.75

+30 Days
22.18 ± 2.44
19.63 ± 2.24
30.94 ± 2.83
21.95 ± 2.97

+1 Day
19.92 ± 1.78
17.72 ± 0.93
23.33 ± 3.01
25.02 ± 1.41

1 Hz
Phase Angle
+10 Day
20.27 ± 0.53
17.74 ± 0.78
20.23 ± 1.82
20.61 ± 1.60

(degrees)
+20 Days
21.17 ± 0.90
21.76 ± 1.12
24.93 ± 2.16
21.27 ± 1.42

+30 Days
21.86 ± 1.96
19.48 ± 2.19
25.65 ± 1.16
16.75 ± 1.84

Supplement A-3.5. Tabulated Phase Angle Determined by Dynamic Mechanical
Analysis at Respective Frequencies. Treatment groups indicate acellular bovine nucleus
pulposus (ABNP) vs compacted and crosslinked ABNP (ccABNP) that were either seeded
with stem cells (+) or cultured in parallel without stem cells (-). Sub-columns indicate
culture time in days. Values represent mean ± SEM.
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Supplement A-4.1. Thompson criteria used for macroscopic grading. Changes in
macroscopic morphology were semi-quantitatively evaluated using the grading scale
developed by Thompson et al. Based on the criteria above, a grade of I-V was given to
each region of the motion segment for the nucleus pulposus, annulus fibrosus, cartilaginous
endplate, and vertebral bodies. The average grade across all regions was then calculated
and assigned to the IVD.
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Supplement A-4.2. Mid-sagittal images used for Thompson grading. Uninjured,
Vehicle, and Degen IVDs were isolated from three respective animals for analysis.
Following formalin fixation and decalcification, mid-sagittal slices (~3mm thickness) were
imaged and graded using the Thompson criteria.
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Supplement A-4.3. Raw Thompson grades for each animal and observer. Thompson
grading for each sample was performed independently by three blinded observers to
determine the inter-observer reliability, which showed perfect agreement (ICC:1.00).
Grades were subsequently averaged across observers for further analysis.
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Supplement A-4.4. Rutges criteria used for histological scoring. Changes in
morphology and microarchitecture were semi-quantitatively evaluated using the scoring
criteria described by Rutges et al. with minor modification. Endplate integrity, AF
morphology, AF/NP demarcation, NP matrix organization, and NP matrix staining were
each scored 0-2 based on the above descriptors with increasing score indicating worsening
degeneration.
Supplement A-4.5. FAST-stained micrographs used for Rutges scoring. Mid-sagittal
sections from Uninjured, Vehicle, and Degen IVDs from three respective animals were
stained for histological analysis using the Rutges scoring system. Light Green: Outer AF;
Dark Red: Inner AF; Teal: NP; Yellow: Vertebral Bone.
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Supplement A-4.5. FAST-stained micrographs used for Rutges scoring. Mid-sagittal sections from Uninjured, Vehicle,
and Degen IVDs from three respective animals were stained for histological analysis using the Rutges scoring system. Light
Green: Outer AF; Dark Red: Inner AF; Teal: NP; Yellow: Vertebral Bone.

Supplement A-4.6. Raw Rutges scores for each animal and observer. Each sample was
scored independently by two blinded and one non-blinded observer to determine the interobserver reliability, which showed excellent agreement (ICC:0.94). Observers’ aggregate
scores for each IVD were then averaged across observers for subsequent analysis. SEM:
Standard Error of the Mean.
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Supplement A-4.7. MR and radiographic imaging data from a pilot study. A pilot
study was conducted on three sheep in which degeneration was induced in three
consecutive IVD levels (L1/2, L2/3, and L3/4) using 1U C-ABC. Resultant representative A)
longitudinal MR images and graphs depicting B) MR index and C) disc height index
values. This data illustrates that similar degenerative changes were observed comparing
between the three pilot animals and the nine that were used in the pivotal study found in
the main body of this manuscript. Together this demonstrates that inclusion of IVDs that
were prepared to receive implants did not alter the model as described in the limitations
portion of the discussion.
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Supplement A-4.8. Kinematic data from a pilot study. A pilot study was conducted on
three sheep in which degeneration was induced in three consecutive IVD levels (L1/2, L2/3,
and L3/4) using 1U/ml C-ABC. Depiction of the A) kinematic testing regime, including B)
a representative creep loading curve applied to sheep functional spinal units. Resultant
representative graphs depicting C) creep displacement, D) elastic damping coefficients and
E) viscous damping coefficients. This data illustrates that similar degenerative changes
were observed comparing between the three pilot animals and the nine that were used in
the pivotal study found in the main body of this manuscript. Together this demonstrates
that inclusion of IVDs that were prepared to receive implants did not alter the model as
described in the limitations portion of the discussion.
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Appendix B
ANOVA Tables and P-Values for Selected Comparisons

Comparison
Uninj. vs. Nucl.
Uninj. vs. Comp+
Uninj. vs. ABNP
Nucl. vs. Comp+
Nucl. vs. ABNP
ABNP vs. Comp+

RM one-way ANOVA of Step Displacement
Mean Diff.
95.00% CI of diff.
Significant
0.0238
-0.05224 to 0.09984
No
-0.1502
-0.4362 to 0.1358
No
-0.021
-0.09633 to 0.05433
No
-0.174
-0.4617 to 0.1137
No
-0.0448
-0.1432 to 0.0536
No
0.1292
-0.2053 to 0.4637
No

Summary
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

P-Value
0.4339
0.2185
0.4821
0.1684
0.2748
0.344

Supplement B-2.1. P-Values for Statistical Comparisons of Step Displacement. Uninj:
Uninjured; Nucl: Nucleotomy; ABNP: Repaired with ABNP; Comp+: Repaired with
Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP. Significance defined as p<0.05.
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Comparison
Uninj. vs. Nucl.
Uninj. vs. Comp+
Uninj. vs. ABNP
Nucl. vs. Comp+
Nucl. vs. ABNP
ABNP vs. Comp+

RM one-way ANOVA of Creep Displacement
Mean Diff.
95.00% CI of diff.
Significant
0.3252
0.0007211 to 0.6497
Yes
-0.1308
-0.4962 to 0.2346
No
-0.5594
-0.8645 to -0.2543
Yes
-0.456
-0.972 to 0.05997
No
-0.8846
-1.196 to -0.573
Yes
-0.4286
-0.7698 to -0.08743
Yes

Summary
*
ns
**
ns
**
*

P-Value
0.0497
0.3766
0.007
0.0702
0.0014
0.0252

Supplement B-2.2. P-Values for Statistical Comparisons of Creep Displacement.
Uninj: Uninjured; Nucl: Nucleotomy; ABNP: Repaired with ABNP; Comp+: Repaired
with Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP. Significance defined as p<0.05.
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RM one-way ANOVA of Short-Term Elastic Damping Coefficient (S 1 )
Comparison
Mean Diff.
95.00% CI of diff.
Significant
Summary
Uninj. vs. Nucl.
24.04
-57.42 to 105.5
No
ns
Uninj. vs. Comp+
107.3
43 to 171.6
Yes
**
Uninj. vs. ABNP
113.2
39.82 to 186.6
Yes
*
Nucl. vs. Comp+
83.24
21.01 to 145.5
Yes
*
Nucl. vs. ABNP
89.16
8.522 to 169.8
Yes
*
ABNP vs. Comp+
5.92
-100.8 to 112.6
No
ns

P-Value
0.4586
0.0098
0.0128
0.0206
0.0373
0.885

Supplement B-2.3. P-Values for Statistical Comparisons of Short-Term Elastic
Damping Coefficient. Uninj: Uninjured; Nucl: Nucleotomy; ABNP: Repaired with
ABNP; Comp+: Repaired with Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP. Significance defined
as p<0.05.
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RM one-way ANOVA of Long-Term Elastic Damping Coefficient (S 2 )
Comparison
Mean Diff.
95.00% CI of diff.
Significant
Summary
Uninj. vs. Nucl.
-74.64
-112.1 to -37.19
Yes
**
Uninj. vs. Comp+
-23.72
-92.26 to 44.82
No
ns
Uninj. vs. ABNP
19.36
-1.308 to 40.03
No
ns
Nucl. vs. Comp+
50.92
0.1765 to 101.7
Yes
*
Nucl. vs. ABNP
94
67.29 to 120.7
Yes
***
ABNP vs. Comp+
43.08
-16.35 to 102.5
No
ns

P-Value
0.0052
0.391
0.06
0.0495
0.0006
0.1145

Supplement B-2.4. P-Values for Statistical Comparisons of Long-Term Elastic
Damping Coefficient. Uninj: Uninjured; Nucl: Nucleotomy; ABNP: Repaired with
ABNP; Comp+: Repaired with Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP. Significance defined
as p<0.05.
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RM one-way ANOVA of Short-Term Viscous Damping Coefficient (η1 )
Comparison
Mean Diff.
95.00% CI of diff.
Significant
Summary
Uninj. vs. Nucl.
170
-1833 to 2173
No
ns
Uninj. vs. Comp+
1468
-1876 to 4812
No
ns
Uninj. vs. ABNP
-3082
-7045 to 880
No
ns
Nucl. vs. Comp+
1298
-2314 to 4910
No
ns
Nucl. vs. ABNP
-3252
-7013 to 508.2
No
ns
ABNP vs. Comp+
-4550
-10146 to 1045
No
ns

P-Value
0.8253
0.2898
0.0969
0.3749
0.0743
0.0869

Supplement B-2.5. P-Values for Statistical Comparisons of Short-Term Viscous
Damping Coefficient. Uninj: Uninjured; Nucl: Nucleotomy; ABNP: Repaired with
ABNP; Comp+: Repaired with Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP. Significance defined
as p<0.05.
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RM one-way ANOVA of Long-Term Viscous Damping Coefficient (η2 )
Comparison
Mean Diff.
95.00% CI of diff.
Significant
Summary
Uninj. vs. Nucl.
-83993
-196899 to 28912
No
ns
Uninj. vs. Comp+
26942
-73301 to 127185
No
ns
Uninj. vs. ABNP
114528
24473 to 204583
Yes
*
Nucl. vs. Comp+
110936
-29229 to 251101
No
ns
Nucl. vs. ABNP
198521
123991 to 273052
Yes
**
ABNP vs. Comp+
87585
-17353 to 192524
No
ns

P-Value
0.1078
0.497
0.0242
0.0929
0.0018
0.0814

Supplement B-2.6. P-Values for Statistical Comparisons of Long-Term Viscous
Damping Coefficient. Uninj: Uninjured; Nucl: Nucleotomy; ABNP: Repaired with
ABNP; Comp+: Repaired with Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP. Significance defined
as p<0.05.
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RM one-way ANOVA of Short-Term Equilibrium Time Constant (τ1)
Comparison
Mean Diff.
95.00% CI of diff.
Significant
Summary
Uninj. vs. Nucl.
-0.7439
-8.427 to 6.939
No
ns
Uninj. vs. Comp+
-0.9787
-11.44 to 9.483
No
ns
Uninj. vs. ABNP
-17.61
-28.96 to -6.26
Yes
*
Nucl. vs. Comp+
-0.2349
-11.91 to 11.44
No
ns
Nucl. vs. ABNP
-16.87
-29.85 to -3.879
Yes
*
ABNP vs. Comp+
-16.63
-30.64 to -2.621
Yes
*

P-Value
0.8014
0.8079
0.0126
0.9581
0.0226
0.0301

Supplement B-2.7. P-Values for Statistical Comparisons of Short-Term Equilibrium
Time Constant. Uninj: Uninjured; Nucl: Nucleotomy; ABNP: Repaired with ABNP;
Comp+: Repaired with Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP. Significance defined as
p<0.05.
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RM one-way ANOVA of Long-Term Equilibrium Time Constant (τ2)
Comparison
Mean Diff.
95.00% CI of diff.
Significant
Summary
Uninj. vs. Nucl.
453.8
41.04 to 866.6
Yes
*
Uninj. vs. Comp+
469.8
206.3 to 733.2
Yes
**
Uninj. vs. ABNP
479.6
154.4 to 804.8
Yes
*
Nucl. vs. Comp+
15.96
-254.6 to 286.5
No
ns
Nucl. vs. ABNP
25.82
-229 to 280.7
No
ns
ABNP vs. Comp+
9.868
-287.4 to 307.1
No
ns

P-Value
0.0379
0.0078
0.0149
0.8779
0.7924
0.931

Supplement B-2.8. P-Values for Statistical Comparisons of Long-Term Equilibrium
Time Constant. Uninj: Uninjured; Nucl: Nucleotomy; ABNP: Repaired with ABNP;
Comp+: Repaired with Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP. Significance defined as
p<0.05.
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Comparison
Uninj. vs. Nucl.
Uninj. vs. ABNP
Uninj. vs. Comp+
Nucl. vs. ABNP
Nucl. vs. Comp+
ABNP vs. Comp+

RM one-way ANOVA of Compressive Stiffness
Mean Diff.
95.00% CI of diff.
Significant
-379.2
-538.6 to -219.8
Yes
27.04
-236 to 290.1
No
-164.5
-461.1 to 132.1
No
406.3
280.5 to 532.1
Yes
214.7
34.95 to 394.5
Yes
-191.6
-327.6 to -55.5
Yes

Summary
**
ns
ns
***
*
*

P-Value
0.0027
0.7895
0.1984
0.0009
0.0295
0.0174

Supplement B-2.9. P-Values for Statistical Comparisons of Compressive Stiffness.
Uninj: Uninjured; Nucl: Nucleotomy; ABNP: Repaired with ABNP; Comp+: Repaired
with Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP. Significance defined as p<0.05.
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Comparison
Uninj. vs. Nucl.
Uninj. vs. Comp+
Uninj. vs. ABNP
Nucl. vs. Comp+
Nucl. vs. ABNP
ABNP vs. Comp+

RM one-way ANOVA of Tensile Stiffness
Mean Diff.
95.00% CI of diff.
Significant
-49.98
-128.1 to 28.13
No
-11.12
-103.7 to 81.47
No
10.64
-58.56 to 79.85
No
38.86
18.17 to 59.55
Yes
60.62
-19.37 to 140.6
No
21.76
-65.48 to 109
No

Summary
ns
ns
ns
**
ns
ns

P-Value
0.1503
0.7555
0.6914
0.0065
0.1032
0.5267

Supplement B-2.10. P-Values for Statistical Comparisons of Tensile Stiffness. Uninj:
Uninjured; Nucl: Nucleotomy; ABNP: Repaired with ABNP; Comp+: Repaired with
Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP. Significance defined as p<0.05.
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Comparison
Uninj. vs. Nucl.
Uninj. vs. Comp+
Uninj. vs. ABNP
Nucl. vs. Comp+
Nucl. vs. ABNP
ABNP vs. Comp+

RM one-way ANOVA of Slow-Ramp Compressive Stiffness
Mean Diff.
95.00% CI of diff.
Significant
Summary
-3.672
-103.9 to 96.54
No
ns
105.3
-37.16 to 247.8
No
ns
224.5
118.5 to 330.4
Yes
**
109
3.538 to 214.4
Yes
*
228.1
178.8 to 277.4
Yes
***
119.2
-0.3279 to 238.6
No
ns

P-Value
0.9239
0.1094
0.0042
0.0455
0.0002
0.0504

Supplement B-2.11. P-Values for Statistical Comparisons of Slow-Ramp Compressive
Stiffness. Uninj: Uninjured; Nucl: Nucleotomy; ABNP: Repaired with ABNP; Comp+:
Repaired with Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP. Significance defined as p<0.05.
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Comparison
Uninj. vs. Nucl.
Uninj. vs. Comp+
Uninj. vs. ABNP
Nucl. vs. Comp+
Nucl. vs. ABNP
ABNP vs. Comp+

RM one-way ANOVA of Range of Motion
Mean Diff.
95.00% CI of diff.
Significant
-1.949
-2.561 to -1.337
Yes
-1.394
-1.837 to -0.951
Yes
-1.086
-1.514 to -0.6583
Yes
0.5551
0.2228 to 0.8873
Yes
0.8627
0.2665 to 1.459
Yes
0.3076
-0.2913 to 0.9065
No

Summary
***
***
**
**
*
ns

P-Value
0.0009
0.0009
0.0021
0.0097
0.0159
0.227

Supplement B-2.12. P-Values for Statistical Comparisons of Range of Motion. Uninj:
Uninjured; Nucl: Nucleotomy; ABNP: Repaired with ABNP; Comp+: Repaired with
Compacted and Crosslinked ABNP. Significance defined as p<0.05.
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Stiffness - K*(mN/mm)
0.01 Hz
Source of Variation % of total variation P value P value summary
Interaction
15.29 0.0178 *
Culture Time
17.02 0.0116 *
ABNP vs ccABNP
31.2 <0.0001 ****

Significant?
Yes
Yes
Yes

0.1 Hz
Source of Variation % of total variation P value
Interaction
14.23 0.0066
Culture Time
16.17 0.0036
ABNP vs ccABNP
40.94 <0.0001

P value summary
**
**
****

Significant?
Yes
Yes
Yes

1 Hz
Source of Variation % of total variation P value
Interaction
14.6 0.0018
Culture Time
17.03 0.0008
ABNP vs ccABNP
43.86 <0.0001

P value summary
**
***
****

Significant?
Yes
Yes
Yes

Supplement B-2.13. ANOVA Tables Comparing Stiffness of Seeded Scaffolds At
Respective Frequencies. Highlighting indicates significance, defined as p<0.05.
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Time
Point
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days

Time
Point
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days

Time
Point
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days

(+)ABNP/(-)ABNP
0.9992
0.0002
<0.0001
0.0031

0.01 Hz
Stiffness - K*(mN/mm)
(+)ccABNP/(-)ccABNP
0.9922
0.9756
0.0007
0.0234

(+)ABNP/(+)ccABNP
0.9065
0.9387
0.0007
0.0009

(+)ABNP/(-)ABNP
>0.9999
0.0008
0.0001
0.0025

0.1 Hz
Stiffness - K*(mN/mm)
(+)ccABNP/(-)ccABNP
0.8871
0.9037
<0.0001
0.0088

(+)ABNP/(+)ccABNP
0.4701
0.6825
<0.0001
<0.0001

(+)ABNP/(-)ABNP
>0.9999
0.0022
0.0001
0.0049

1 Hz
Stiffness - K*(mN/mm)
(+)ccABNP/(-)ccABNP
0.756
0.8782
<0.0001
0.0113

(+)ABNP/(+)ccABNP
0.2371
0.5764
<0.0001
<0.0001

Supplement B-2.14. Statistical Comparisons of Stiffness At Respective Frequencies.
Highlighting indicates significance, defined as p<0.05. Treatment groups indicate acellular
bovine nucleus pulposus (ABNP) or compacted and crosslinked ABNP (ccABNP) that
were either seeded with stem cells (+) or cultured in parallel without stem cells (-). Subcolumns indicate the respective comparison
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Storage Modulus - E'(kPa)
0.01 Hz
Source of Variation % of total variation P value P value summary
Interaction
13.72 0.0626 ns
Culture Time
11.97 0.0901 ns
ABNP vs ccABNP
29.68 0.0003 ***

Significant?
No
No
Yes

0.1 Hz
Source of Variation % of total variation P value
Interaction
12.18
0.044
Culture Time
10.71 0.0645
ABNP vs ccABNP
41.11 <0.0001

P value summary
*
ns
****

Significant?
Yes
No
Yes

1 Hz
Source of Variation % of total variation P value
Interaction
11.67 0.0275
Culture Time
10.19 0.0431
ABNP vs ccABNP
47.07 <0.0001

P value summary
*
*
****

Significant?
Yes
Yes
Yes

Supplement B-2.15. ANOVA Tables Comparing Storage Modulus of Seeded Scaffolds
At Respective Frequencies. Highlighting indicates significance, defined as p<0.05.
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Time
Point
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days

Time
Point
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days

Time
Point
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days

(+)ABNP/(-)ABNP
0.7698
<0.0001
0.0738
0.0775

0.01 Hz
Storage Modulus - E'(kPa)
(+)ccABNP/(-)ccABNP (+)ABNP/(+)ccABNP
0.9908
0.9093
0.9839
0.9599
0.0204
0.0122
0.0766
0.0019

(+)ABNP/(-)ABNP
0.831
<0.0001
0.0643
0.0472

0.1 Hz
Storage Modulus - E'(kPa)
(+)ccABNP/(-)ccABNP (+)ABNP/(+)ccABNP
0.8864
0.5035
0.9212
0.7383
0.0033
0.0015
0.0232
0.0003

(+)ABNP/(-)ABNP
0.9093
<0.0001
0.0404
0.0486

1 Hz
Storage Modulus - E'(kPa)
(+)ccABNP/(-)ccABNP (+)ABNP/(+)ccABNP
0.6771
0.2051
0.8938
0.6235
0.0009
0.0002
0.03
<0.0001

Supplement B-2.16. Statistical Comparisons of Storage Modulus At Respective
Frequencies. Highlighting indicates significance, defined as p<0.05. Treatment groups
indicate acellular bovine nucleus pulposus (ABNP) or compacted and crosslinked ABNP
(ccABNP) that were either seeded with stem cells (+) or cultured in parallel without stem
cells (-). Sub-columns indicate the respective comparison
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Loss Modulus - E''(kPa)
0.01 Hz
Source of Variation % of total variation P value P value summary
Interaction
12.59 0.0436 *
Culture Time
11.22 0.0617 ns
ABNP vs ccABNP
39.52 <0.0001 ****

Significant?
Yes
No
Yes

0.1 Hz
Source of Variation % of total variation P value
Interaction
8.627 0.0209
Culture Time
7.318 0.0372
ABNP vs ccABNP
60.48 <0.0001

P value summary
*
*
****

Significant?
Yes
Yes
Yes

1 Hz
Source of Variation % of total variation P value
Interaction
9.642 0.0116
Culture Time
8.778
0.017
ABNP vs ccABNP
57.43 <0.0001

P value summary
*
*
****

Significant?
Yes
Yes
Yes

Supplement B-2.17. ANOVA Tables Comparing Loss Modulus of Seeded Scaffolds
At Respective Frequencies. Highlighting indicates significance, defined as p<0.05.
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Time
Point
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days

Time
Point
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days

Time
Point
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days

(+)ABNP/(-)ABNP
0.7935
0.0003
0.0565
0.0964

0.01 Hz
Loss Modulus - E''(kPa)
(+)ccABNP/(-)ccABNP (+)ABNP/(+)ccABNP
0.8992
0.588
0.9059
0.7629
0.0036
0.0028
0.0059
0.0002

(+)ABNP/(-)ABNP
0.9748
0.0006
0.0825
0.0746

0.1 Hz
Loss Modulus - E''(kPa)
(+)ccABNP/(-)ccABNP (+)ABNP/(+)ccABNP
0.1411
0.0045
0.7167
0.1927
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0592
<0.0001

(+)ABNP/(-)ABNP
0.996
0.0006
0.0174
0.059

1 Hz
Loss Modulus - E''(kPa)
(+)ccABNP/(-)ccABNP (+)ABNP/(+)ccABNP
0.1779
0.0039
0.8067
0.2515
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.5424
<0.0001

Supplement B-2.18. Statistical Comparisons of Loss Modulus At Respective
Frequencies. Highlighting indicates significance, defined as p<0.05. Treatment groups
indicate acellular bovine nucleus pulposus (ABNP) or compacted and crosslinked ABNP
(ccABNP) that were either seeded with stem cells (+) or cultured in parallel without stem
cells (-). Sub-columns indicate the respective comparison
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Phase Angle (degrees)
0.01 Hz
Source of Variation % of total variation P value P value summary
Interaction
5.138 0.5638 ns
Culture Time
3.313
0.721 ns
ABNP vs ccABNP
28.16 0.0023 **

Significant?
No
No
Yes

0.1 Hz
Source of Variation % of total variation P value
Interaction
13.9 0.0588
Culture Time
9.216 0.1599
ABNP vs ccABNP
35.16 <0.0001

P value summary
ns
ns
****

Significant?
No
No
Yes

1 Hz
Source of Variation % of total variation P value
Interaction
25.4 0.0194
Culture Time
15.35
0.093
ABNP vs ccABNP
5.385 0.1258

P value summary
*
ns
ns

Significant?
Yes
No
No

Supplement B-2.19. ANOVA Tables Comparing Phase Angle of Seeded Scaffolds At
Respective Frequencies. Highlighting indicates significance, defined as p<0.05.
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Time
Point
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days

Time
Point
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days

Time
Point
+1 Day
+10 Day
+20 Days
+30 Days

(+)ABNP/(-)ABNP
0.989
0.8454
0.979
0.9684

0.01 Hz
Phase Angle (degrees)
(+)ccABNP/(-)ccABNP
0.538
0.7031
0.5324
0.0595

(+)ABNP/(+)ccABNP
0.1101
0.1456
0.9657
0.3871

(+)ABNP/(-)ABNP
0.989
0.8454
0.979
0.9684

0.1 Hz
Phase Angle (degrees)
(+)ccABNP/(-)ccABNP
0.538
0.7031
0.5324
0.0595

(+)ABNP/(+)ccABNP
0.1101
0.1456
0.9657
0.3871

(+)ABNP/(-)ABNP
0.7691
0.671
0.9972
0.6757

1 Hz
Phase Angle (degrees)
(+)ccABNP/(-)ccABNP
0.9589
0.9999
0.4158
0.0083

(+)ABNP/(+)ccABNP
0.0129
0.6184
0.999
0.6135

Supplement B-2.20. Statistical Comparisons of Phase Angle At Respective
Frequencies. Highlighting indicates significance, defined as p<0.05. Treatment groups
indicate acellular bovine nucleus pulposus (ABNP) or compacted and crosslinked ABNP
(ccABNP) that were either seeded with stem cells (+) or cultured in parallel without stem
cells (-). Sub-columns indicate the respective comparison
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Supplement C-3.1. Relationship Between DMA Parameters. (A) Complex modulus
(E*) is calculated from the observed peak stress (σp) and peak strain (εp) during cyclic
loading as shown. Phase angle (δ; degrees) is calculated using the time delay (Δs) between
peak stress and strain, the testing frequency (ω; cycles/sec). Note, there are 360° per cycle.
(B) Complex modulus can be decomposed into the storage modulus (E’) and loss modulus
(E”) using the phase angle δ. Load energy that is recovered from the material is
encapsulated in the storage modulus, and load energy that is dissipated from the material
is encapsulated by the loss modulus. Thus, E’ represents the elastic contribution to the
complex modulus, while E” represents the viscous contribution.
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